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In This Issue: Editorial 
ITC is producing a 100,000 word diagrammatic and 
pictorial report on the new typographic technologies. 
It's called Vision'80s, and Ed Gottschall tells you 
about it. Pg. 2. 

A Call for Entries: Calligraphy Today 
The ITC Center will hold a major exhibition of callig-
raphy in the fall of 1980. Pg. 3. 

Hans-Joachim Burgert and His Handpress 
Hans-Joachim Burgert's calligraphy his book design, his 
alphabet designs, his printing and binding techniques 
are nothing short of amazing. A graphic feast. Pg.4. 
Ms. Heather Cooper 
Heather Cooper, one of Canada's outstanding illus-
trators, is our featured Ms. And no wonder! Pg.10. 
Scribes Galore! 
Two calligraphic engagement calendars are reviewed 
in this issue. One is on the subject of time; the other is 
based on quotes from Shakespeare.Together they are 
pure artistry. Pg. 12. 

Lou Myers 
Once again we offer the visual wit of one of our wittiest 
visualizers with a commentary on world affairs. Pg. 16. 
Put Your Best Face Forward 
From the many intriguing submissions we've received 
since our last issue, in which we featured an English 
designer, we have selected the work of a German type 
enthusiast. His handling of ITC faces is peerless. Pg.18. 
Spanfeller's Divine Comedy 
Jim Sr. and Jr. bring us up to date on their satire of 
Dante's Divine Comedy. Part 3, in this issue, is entitled 
Purgatorio. In it J.S. meets his ideal woman. Pg. 20. 
Peter Grundy's X Dictionary 
X marks the spot in this issue where Peter Grundy 
xerts much of his xceptional creative ability on a 
singular xercise; the xploration of the letter X. Pg. 24. 
Crossword Puzzle 
If you know anything about coin-operated slot ma-
chines, dispensing machines and one-arm bandits 
you probably have the right combination to solve our 
crossword puzzle. Good luck. Pg. 26. 
Pro. File: 
In this issue our great graphic innovator is Will Burtin. 
This German designer, who emigrated to the United 
States in 1938, added immeasurable substance to 
American graphics by successfully combining science 
and art. Pg. 28. 

What's New from ITC? 
Good old Franklin Gothic is what's new ITC has rede-
signed Morris Fuller Benton's original sans serif face to 
provide specifiers with much greater flexibility. Pg. 31. 
Something for Everybody from U&lc 
We have devoted eight pages in four colors to this regu-
lar U&lc feature, which, in this issue, delves into the less 
consequential achievements of Benjamin Franklin as 
a devious ploy to promote ITC Franklin Gothic. Pg. 36. 
Comic Alphabets 
What do hands and Q-tips have to do with the 26 
characters of the Roman alphabet? Everything! Pg.45. 

Are You Confused? 
Do the new technologies get you up, or down? Do you know which ones matter 
to you—and how? Do you feel challenged or threatened by them? 
In 1977 ITC conducted a three-day symposium at the Rochester Institute of 
Technology It was called Vision '77 That was barely three years ago and already, 
today in 1980, many of the reports and projections that were presented at 
Vision '77 and published in U&lc are outdated or becoming obsolete. 
As John Seybold, one of the chairmen and speakers at Vision '77, said, "The new 
technology race is not tapering off. We ain't seen nothing yet!" 

The editors of U&lc realize that for most of its readers this disorderly and un-
organized climate of change can be frightening and confusing. 

So much is happening today on so many frontiers that it is difficult to know 
what to read to keep informed, or even where to look to find out what is happen-
ing—where, when, why and how. 

In an effort to cut through this maze of confusion U&lc will present in the June/ 
July 1980 issue a special report entitled Vision '80s. For the past 18 months we 
have been gathering information from all over the world, from approximately 
200 companies who are involved with all areas of graphic communications. 
The findings will be published in a 100,000-word pictorial and diagrammatic 
report that will make the Vision '80s issue of U&Ic one of the largest and most 
useful we have ever produced. 
Vision '80s has been organized into 16 sections.They will cover the following 
subjects: 1. Originating information. 2. Image origination. 3. Input of data and 
text. 4. Input of images and graphics. 5. Filing: electromagnetic/micrographic. 
6. Editing. 7 Page/area composition. 8. Interfacing equipment and systems. 
9. Typewriting. 10.Word processing. 11. Typesetting, typefaces. 12. Multicopy 
reproduction systems/nonimpact printing. 13. Distribution: electronic mail, 
facsimile, communicating terminals. 14. The automated office/the open office. 
15. Advice on choosing equipment and systems.16. Executive views of the next 
decade. 

You may wonder—"What does all this have to do with me?" The answer: Every-
th ing.Your job, your career path, what you can do and how you do it.The new 
graphic images you can obtain, schedules, budgets, lines of authority inyour 
department and in your company will all be radically affected in the '80s by 
a tremendous number of new technologies that, at first glance, you may think 
don't concern you at all. 
What can you do about this? 
For starters, read the Vision'80s report. Read it carefully, and digest its informa-
tion slowly. 

It is being written for U&lc readers.Although it is loaded with information it is 
eminently readable and, throughout, the significance of the new technologies 
to all those responsible for graphic communications is made clear. 
Vision'80s is being written for you. It will be the first full-spectrum report on 
the new technologies that not only tells what they are but how they relate to 
each other and how they are likely to affect you in the next decade. We think it 
will give you more than new information. It will give you new insights into 
where you may be headed and help you shape your own attitudes. 
All of us at U&lc .and at ITC look forward to sending it to all of you. 

Edward Gottschall 
Author and editor of Vision '80s 

THIS ARTICLE WAS SET IN ITC NOVARESE 
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A call for entries to 
Galli aphy Today 

5. Duplicate Entries 
Upon acceptance of an entry by the jury, three additional 
copies will be required (except when original art is submit-
ted) by the ITC Center for submission to the U.S. Library of 
Congress for its archives. The ITC Center will make slides of 
the accepted pieces for its slide archives and also will make 
them available to schools and art and professional groups. 

6. Deadlinefor Entries 
All entries must be received at the ITC Center on or before 
June 20, 1980. 

7. Where to Send Entries 
ITC Center 
2 Hammarskjold Plaza, New York, N.Y 10017 
Att: Hermann Zapf Chairman 

8. Postage/Customs Requirements 
Please be sure the package is securely wrapped, the contents 
are protected, and the postage is adequate. Please be sure 
that your package has the proper customs information and 
forms so that it will leave your country and be properly 
received in the United States. The phrase "Material for Con-
test. No Commercial Value" on the package normally will 
expedite it through customs. 

Kalligraphia—Greek, from Kalli (beautiful) and graphia 
(writing), an exhibition of outstanding calligraphy from all 
over the world. 
It is not a paradox that this ancient art should be enjoying 
a renaissance in the age of the computer. The humanities 
walk a tightrope through history, a delicate balance their 
means ofsurvival. Thus the cold precision and speed of digi-

tal CRT and laser typesetters are counterpointed by the 
grace and elegance of the art of calligraphy. 

It is appropriate, therefore, for the ITC Center to hold a 
major exhibition of contemporary calligraphy in the Fall 
of1980. 
All artists are invited to submit examples of their calli-
graphic work for possible inclusion in "Calligraphy Today." 

1. There are no entryfees—no entry fee, no hangingfee. 

2. What to send 
Reproductions of commercial or experimental calligraphy. 
Calligraphy is defined as the art of the brush or pen stroke. 
Any work that required retouchingfor reproduction will be 
called "lettering" and will not be considered eligible. 

Prints, photographic copies, slides or printed samples of 
work done at any time in your career will be accepted. 	9. Exhibition Dates 

Calligraphy Today will be exhibited at the ITC Center in 
We will accept but do not request original art, as no entries October 1980. 
can be returned. Preferably, entries should be unmounted. 

10. U&lc Large pieces can be sent in mailing tubes. Editorial coverage will appear in an issue co-fUo9lc following 
3. Entry Form 	 the exhibition in the ITC Center. 
Please make copies of this entry form and attach one 
securely to each entry. If the entry is a slide or small piece, 	Hermann Zapf, Chairman, Calligraphy Today 
print your name on the frame, or on the back and key it to Hermann Zapf is an internationally known calligrapher 
an accompanying entry form. Caption material and any 	and type designer. He is also Professor for Typographic Com- 
catalog listing or publicity concerning Calligraphy Today 	puter Programs, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, 
will be compiled from the information you supply. Please 	New York, and Vice President ofDesign Processing Interna- 
be sure all information is accurate, complete and legible. 	tional, New York. Some of his best-known type designs are 

4. TheJury 	
Optima, Palatino, Melior and the more recent ITC ZapfBook, 

All entries will be judged by an international jury. The 	ITC Zapf International and ITC Zapf Chancery. Mr. Zapf 
jurors are: Hermann Zapf Chairman, Herb Lubalin, Philip has lectured widely and judged many graphic exhibitions in 

Grushkin andJeanyee Wong. 	 countries all over the world. 

ENTRY FORM 	  
Type of piece in which calligraphy appeared (book illustration, magazine, album cover—indicate which) 

Name of entrant 

Company 	 

Address 	
 Other 

City 	 State 	 Zip 	  Title of piece (if applicable) 	 

Country 	 Telephone 	  

Contact 	
 Publication, publisher or client 

Calligrapher 	
 Art Director (if applicable) 	 

THIS PAGE WAS SET IN ITC ZAPF INTERNATIONAL ITALIC 
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LUDVS SCRIBENDI 

SCHRIFTBILDER VON HANS-JOACHIM BURGERT 
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THE 
PRODIGIOUS 

LITTLE 
HANDPRESS 

OF 
PROFESSOR 

HANSJOACHIM 
BURGERT 

t's not easy to 
choose one word from the usual 
graphic arts vocabulary to describe 
what Hans-Joachim Burgert does 
with books. You could call him a 
calligrapher; it only hints at his 
involvement. You could call him a 
designer— a publisher; those are 
too cool and remote. Closest to the 
truth, is to say he gives birth to 
books. He conceives the ideas, selects 
the texts, invents the letterforms, 
creates the illustrations, selects the 
paper, handprints and supervises 
the production down to sewing 
and tying the knots on the bindings. 
From start to finish, the exquisite 
little books that issue from Hans-
Joachim Burgert's handpress are his 
babies... and each one is a love child. 

To understand his feverish com-
mitment, you have to know some-
thing about this uncommon man. 
Hans-Joachim Burgert was born in 
Berlin in 1928. After the war, at the 
age of 21, he decided that his future 
was in the arts. From 1949 to 1956, 
he attended the Hochschule fur Bil-
dende Ktinste in Berlin, where he 
studied painting with Karl Schmidt-
Rottluff and Ernst Schumacher, 
and graphic design with Willem 
Miter. Right from the start, Burgert 
immersed himself deeply not in just 
one art form, but in several. 

He is a painter with a record of 
one-man exhibitions — no fashion-
able gallery scenes—but an almost 
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steady annual showing in small 
galleries, art centers, libraries and 
university museums in Europe and 
the United States. 

organ fronts, enamels, sculptures in has designed letter faces, invented 
stone and bronze and liturgical fur- graphic projects, conducted semi-
nishings of all sorts. nars on calligraphy, participated 
	  in book fairs and exhibitions. 

  And as if careers in fine and ap-
He's a designer and sculptor, and has plied arts were not quite enough to Besides all of the above, he is a 
executed commissions for some 20 exhaust his creative energy, he also teacher: Professor Hans Joachim 
churches — stained glass windows, threw himself into graphics. He Burgert, at the Technische Fach- 

hochschule in Berlin — a seminary 
for architects. 

The way he lives and works is also 
a revelation. For many years, except 
for his teaching hours, all his activ-
ities took place in an abandoned 
pumping station in Berlin. It was 

his studio, his office, his home. There 
he worked surrounded by his family, 
his easel, his painting supplies, 
his printing presses and an organ. 
Yes, he is also a musician of some 
means who can play the organ and 
other "old" instruments he likes 
to collect. 
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DAS NETZ DER BCESEWICHTEAuF DEM WAS 
SER 1ST/. WO ALE PFEILE DER GRUBE UNAB 
WENDBAR FLIEGEN UND HOFFNUNGSLOS 
VERNICHTEN/. WO DIE MEgSCHNUR FALLT 
AUF GERICHT UND ZORNESLOS AUF VERLAS 
SENE UND ERG !EVEN DES GRIMMS AUF VER 
BORGENE UND DIE Z EIT DES ZORNES ANHEBT 
OBER ALLES/WAS BELIAL HEM T/UND STRICKE 
DES TODES RETTVNGSLOS UMFANGEN. 

UND STRCEME BELI ALS TRETEN OBER DIE HO 
HEN BCESCHuNGEN WIE EIN VERZEHRENDES 
FEVER IN ALL IHRENFLUSZARMENAJM ZuvER 
NICHTENJEDEN GRONEN BAUM UND JEDEN 
DORREN AN IHREN MOWN. 	UND ES 
SOIWEIFT UMHER MIT ZUCKENDEN FLAM 
MEN/BIS ALLE/DIEVON IHNENTRINKEN/NICHT 
MEHR DA SiND. ESFRISIT AN DEN FONDA 
MENTEN VON TON UND AN DER WCELBUNG 
DES FESTLANDES  . 	DIE GRUNDFESTEN DER 
BERGE VER FALLEN DEM BRAND UND DIE WUR 
ZELNDFSGEsTEiNS DEN STRCEMEN VON PECH 

UND ES FRITH SICH HINDURCH BIS ZUR 
GROSZEN URFLUT/ UND ES DRINGEN ZUM 
ABGRUNDBELIALS STRCEME/uND DIE TIEFEN 
DER URFLVT TOBEN VNTER DEM TOM DER 
SCHLAMMIGEN STRUDEL. UND DIE 
ERDE SCHRE1T AUF WEGEN DES VERDERBENS 
/DAS AUF DEM FRDKREIS GESCHIEHT/ UND 
ALLE IHRE TIEFEN BREMEN. UND ES RASEN 
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ALLE IHRE BE WOHNER UND WANKEN DURCH 
DAS GROSZE vERDERBEN. DENN GOTT  
DONNERT IN DER MLLE SEINER KRAFT/ UND 
SEINE HEILIGE WOHNSTATT HALLT WIDER V° 
N SEINER HERRLICHEN WAHRHEIT/ UND DIE H 
EERSCHAR DES HIMMELS ERHEBT IHRE ST1M 
ME/UND ES WANKEN UND BEBEN EWIGE FU 
NDAMENTE. UND DER KRIEG DER HELDEN 
DES HIMMELS RAST OBER DEN ERDKINIS UND 
HCKRT NICHT AUF Br; ZUR vGELLIGEN VERNI 
CHTUNG/ DIE ENDGOLTiG UND UNVERGLEI 
CHLICH SEIN WiRD. • 

e" 

MCEGLICH/EiNEN SCHRITTZUTO•/UNDKEI 
N SCHRITT GESCHAH BEIM SCHALI. MM./ER 
RIME. • • .1 MIT FESSELN ZUMSTOLPERN. 
ABER DIE ZUNGE HAT DU GESTARKT IN MEI 
NEM MUND/OHNE DAS7 SIB VERGING/ABER 
ES WAR NICHT MCEGLICH/ ZUM SCHWEI 
GEN ZU BRINGEN DiE giMME[...ZUNGE ] 

DER AI/NCR ZV BELEBEN DEN GEIST DER 
STRAUCHFLNDEN UND ZU ERQUIC KEN DEN/ 
DER ZU MODE IST ZUM REDEN, VERSTUMMT 
SIND ALLE upPENE ...3 IN FESSELN DES GERICH 
TS ...ODER IN BITTERNISSEN SIB VER 
STuMMTEN WIE NIGHTS 
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GOTT/HAT DEN sTuRMW iND ZuR wiNDsTi 
LLE CIFKEHRT/ UND DIE STELE DES ARMEN HA 
ST DU GERETTET t ... I RAUB AVS DER KRAFT 
VONLCEWEN. 
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iCHPREISEDICHI/HERR 	D I 	ENN Du sTIVTZTEsT*  
MICH DoRCH DEINEKRAFT/uNDDEINENHEi 
LIGEN GEIST HAT DUAUF MICH AUSGEGO 
SSEN/ DAS/ iCH NICHT WANKE. uND Du 
ST ARKTEST MiCHvOR DEN KAMPFENDES FRE 
%/ELS/ UND 1N ALL IHREM VERDERBEN HAT DO 
MiCHNICHT ABSCHRECKENLASSEN VONDEI 
NEM RAD  .  Du STELLTEsT MICHHiN WIE 
EINEN STARKEN TURM/ WIE EINE ROHE MAO 
ER/ UND GRUNDETEsT AUF FELSEN MEINEN 
BAu/uNDEwIGEFuNDAMENTEDIENENMIR
ALS GRUND/ UNDALLE MEINE WANDE ZUR 
BEWAHRTEN MAUER/ DIE NICHT ERSCHOTT 
ERT wiRD. ABER Du/ MEINGOTT/HAST 
MICHGEGEBEN INS ASTWERK/iNDiEHEILIGE 
GEME1NDE/UNDBELEHRTEsT MICH IN DE1NE 
M BOND/ UNDMEINE ZUNGE WAR WIE DIE 
DEiNERJONGER. ABERESGIBTKEINENM 
UND FOR DENGEisT DES vERDERBENSuNDKEI
NE ANTWORT DER ZUNGE FOR ALLE SCEHNE 
DER SCHULD/• DENN vERsTUMMT SIND DIE 
LiPpEN DES TWOS. DENNAu.FMEINEGEG 
NER SPRICHST Du SCHULDIG ZUMGERICHT 
/UM ZU SCHEiESN DuRCHMICH ZWiSCH 
EN GERECHT UNDGOTTLOS. DENN DU 
KENNSTJEDES VORHABEN FINER TAT/ UNDJE 
DE ANTWORT EINER ZUNGE NIMMST Du WA 
HR/uND DvMACHTEIT MEIN HER/ FEsT WIE 
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(-RENEE/ LANDE vERSETZT/EINE 
SERQUELLE IM DORREN LAND 
BEWS1SSE RUNG EINES CARTE 
DV PFLANZTEST EINE PFLANZU 
ON WACHOLDER uNDPAPPEL  '',  N MI 
T ZEDERNZUSAMMEN ZUDFINER EHRE/ BAU 
ME DES LEBENS SIND AN GEHEIMNISVOLLEM 
QUELL vERBORGEN INMITTENALLER SAVA.% 
AM WASSER • ONDSIE SOu.ENSPROSSE TREi 
BEN EL/ FINER EwIGENEFLANZuNG/uM wuR 

ZELN Zu SCHLAGEN/ MSS SPR 
OSSEN/uNDIHREWURZELNSOL 
LEN SI E ZUM WASSERLAUF SIRE 
CKEN. UND ES HAT FREIEN ZUGA 
NG ZUM LEBENSWASSER SEIN 

WURZELSTOCK/UND ES WIRD ZUR EWIGEN 
QUEul . UNDAN SEINEM SpRIE2ENDEN LAUB 
WERDFN ALLE ISERE DES WALDES WEIDEN/ U 
ND EiN TRETPLATZ1ST SEIN WURZELSTOCKFI.9R 
ALLE/ DIE DES WEGESVORBEIZIEHEN/UND S 
EINE ZWEIGE FUR ALLE vCEGEL. ABER ES WER 
DEN SICH 	 OBER IHNALLE BAUME 

AM WAS 	 SER ERHEBEN/• DENN IN 

IHRER PFL 	 ANZUNGWACHSEN S 
IE EMPOR/ ABER ZUM WASSERLAUF STUCK 
EN SIB IHRE WURZELNiCHT H iN. ABER DER HD 
LIGE SPROSZ TREIBT BONEN ZUR PFLANZUNG 
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ICHPREISECHCH/SIERR ! DENNDUHAsT MICH 
AN EINEN QUELLORT VON BACHEN IM TRO 

WAS 
UND 
NS.. 
NG V 

DER WAHRHEIT/ vERBORGEN/NiCHTGEACH 
TETUNDNICHT 	ERKANNT/ SUN GEHEi 
MNiSvOLLES 
	

SiEGEL. ABER DU/0 
GOTT/ NAST RI 	NGS SEINE FRUCHT BE 
SCHS!ITZT DUR 	CH DAS GEHEIMNIS 
KRAFTVOLLER 	HELDENUNDHEILIGER 
GEISTER UND DER ZUCKENDENFEuER FLAMM 
E/DAMIT NiEMAND AN DIE QUEUE DES LEB 
ENS SHANKOMME UND MIT DEN FWIGEN 
BAL/MEN NICHT HELICES WASSER TRINKE/ 
SEINEFRUCHTNICHTSPRIESZENLASSE ZUSAM 
MEN MIT t • I DES HIMMELS. DENNMAN 
SIEHT/OHNE ZVERKENNEN/UND PLANT/OHNE 
DER QUELLF DES LEBENS ZU GLAUBEN. UND ER 
GABE...3DER EWIGKEI T/uND ICH WAR AuS 
GE SHIT STRCEMEN FLUTENDER 
FLOSSE/DENNSIEHABENAVFM1 
CH IHREN SCHLAMMGEWORF 
EN. ABER DU/ MEIN GOTT/HAST IN MEINEN 
MuND ETWAS C ELECT WIE FROHREGEN FOR 
ALLE DURSTIGENUND EINE QuELLE LEBENDIG 
EN WASSERS/DIE NICHTTRI!IGT/VMZU CEFF 
NEN DEN HIMMEL. SIE WEICHEN NICHT UND 
WERDEN ZUM FLUTENDEN STROM GEGEN. • 

SFR UND ZUMEEREN OHNE EN 
PLCETZLICH SPRUDELN HERV°R 
IMvERBORGENENvERSTECKT 
ENE 1UNDSIE WERDENE..3 
N ODER DURR/ EINE TIEFE FOR 
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When  you contemplate the artistic 
appetite of this man, it's only natu-
ral to wonder: Over how many 
slices of bread can he spread his pat 
of butter? Is Burgert's work likely 
to grow thin? Shallow? From what 
we see of his graphics, he is in no 
danger of running out of stuff. The 
reason he sustains the same high 
level in all his work is that one con-
sistent premise pervades all his 
thinking: Form! Form is everything! 

By his own account, the greatest in-
fluence on his direction was "early 

painting:' The two-dimensionality, 
the abstract patterns, the emphasis 
on linear design that he gleaned 
from primitive and pre-Renaissance 
modes are evident in all his paint-
ings and church designs. And it is 
no surprise at all that an artist with 
such a specific taste for abstract, 
linear form would be enticed into 
calligraphy and type design. Far 
from dissipating his creative ener-
gies, each of his art forms feeds 
off and strengthens the others. 
Although his paintings appear to 
be concerned with the human 

figure (he paints women and lovers 
with large heads and gracefully ges-
turing limbs in elegant attitudes), 
he absolutely rejects any literal 
interpretations. His main concern 

'  is for the composition of the ele-
ments and the overall structure 
of his space; the images are only 
incidental to the spirit of the work. 
This is true in his sculpture, in his 
stained glass windows and in his 
book designs as well. 

Burgert's first intense encounter 
with graphics started about 15 years 

ago. He observed that letterforms 
and arrangements of words in prin-
ted matter were cold, mechanical 
symbols that had nothing to do with 
the spirit of the text. He felt there 
was a way to enrich reading matter 
by suiting the visual symbols to the 
meaning. In 1969, he put it all to-
gether in a little book called Ludus 
Scribendi, "Writing Game:' In this 
treatise, he chose short texts and 
quotes from various sources and 
interpreted them in a variety of 
graphic moods. We have reproduced 
several pages from his original 

Ludus Scribendi and also from a 
second edition which appeared 
in 1976.We wish we had room to 
show it all and share the mind-ex-
panding experience of turning the 
pages of these amazing little books. 
He seems never to run out of ideas; 
every page is a fresh surprise. The 
color, the texture, the arrangement 
of space make them more than 
just pages of print; they are exqui-
site drawings in the quintessential 
sense of the word. The marks on 
each page are so tautly and precise-
ly composed that to delete a single 
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one would shatter the whole. 

Besides the visual delights, there is 
a musicality to these pages. It brings 
to mind what musicians report 
about the musical notations of John 
Cage. Never mind the music implied, 
the marks are so visually exciting, 
each page can be enjoyed as a 
drawing in its own right. By the 
same token, we feel certain that a 
musician of talent and imagination 
could wring music out of Burgert's 
lyrical pages. Musician that he is, 
we would not be surprised to hear 
that he's already tried it himself! 

Studying the pages of his Ludus 
Scribendi, Genesis, Kleine Fan-
tasia by Gustave Flaubert, Lob-
lieder aus Qumran (Psalm of the 
Jewish Community by the Dead 
Sea) and a number of his other 
little books, it's easy to recognize 
the influence of the "early" forms 
he admires, as well as more con-
temporary styles. There are certain-
ly echoes of the heavy-leaded divi-
sions of stained glass windows, the 
razor-sharp precision of Dilrer en-
gravings, the arabesques of Islamic 
calligraphy, the spidery jottings of 
Paul Klee, the bold, clean open 
forms of Bauhaus modern, as well 
as prehistoric Ice Age marks and 
ancient cuneiform wedges. But we 
also recognize Burgert's very own 
sensibility putting it all together so 
that each page is a fusion of letter-
forms, pictures and words that sup-
port the spirit of the text. 

There's not much the commercial 
world can " take" from Burgert. 
What he does with illustration, type-
faces, calligraphy and page designs 
would be hard to justify to a dollars-
and-cents mentality. Some of his 
pages are definitely illegible; some 
are quite quirky. His work is not 
meant to satisfy a commercial mar-
ket on any level. But he does have 
a small circle of private subscribers 
and is represented in a number of 
museum collections. He has received 
critical attention in graphic publica-
tions throughout the world. Other-
wise, Professor Burgert is a very pri-
vate man. He has no desire for or 
prospect of fame. He is not pushy 
about recognition in the big name 
gallery world. And since he earns his 
real living by teaching, his books 
are, from beginning to end, a labor 
of love. 	Marion Muller 
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zurAbreise Wen,denn  er 
vvollte nac de —  Nen, zierien, 

u —  in cen 12ndern Tji uric Lu 
seine 131Idurts zu vol ► enden.So 

scare er cenn einen Absesandten 
zu den [lien deiNadC'elf  . 

and lief u —  der Touter Hand 
anriairen. )ocr der Korb Tine 
and sous die bitie aurA abet 

derJOrglifts nun akin von dannen 
zos,brac FurpurOe dal Herz von 
liebeveri.Und an ks ihren 
leicrnaT hinauf vor Clen  Palau 

. und begaiiere 	Tifa ►►err Po -np. 
)rei Jarire waren vegartsen, da 
Kehrie Han PSCURS rleiTI in dal 
land Wu and trace den Korb 
2 

THIS ARTICLE WAS SET IN ITC GARAMOND CONDENSED 
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Ms. 
Heather Cooper 
At first glance, we're so bowled over by the microscopic 
detail in Heather Cooper's illustrations that it's tempting 
to say she leaves nothing to the imagination. But there's 
something unsettling about her pictures. We go back for 

a second look and realize she leaves everything  to the im- 
agination. So much is suggested of dreams and fantasies—
hers and ours—that we're tantalized by the implications 
as well as knocked out by her technique. 

Heather Cooper was born in England in 1945, but soon 
after, her family moved to Canada. At the age of 18, direct-
ly after her graduation from Western Technical School 
in Toronto, she became an apprentice in a design studio. 
At 21, she created a collage for Canada's Centennial Com-
mission that received much attention and praise. Her 
career zoomed as her skills increased. She has received 
much acclaim for her work for such clients as the Canada 
Post Office, Seven-Lip, the Canadian Opera Company, 
Yardley and Imperial Oil Limited. As you might expect, 
her extremely personal vision and remarkable skill have 
won her a considerable number of awards from the New 
York Society of Illustrators, Graphica and both the New 
York and Toronto Art Directors Clubs. 

CANADIAN OPERA 1977 
DON-  CARLOS f THE MAGIC FLUTE 

DAUGHTER ()I' Tin?. REGIMENT \VOZZECK 
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NOW THE COUPLE TAKES ITS RIGHTFUL P1ACE IN THE SUN. 

THIS ARTICLE WAS SET IN ITC TIFFANY 
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Call Trapher's Engagement Calendar 
If all the philosophy and psychology texts in 
the world were reduced to dust, and only the 
works of William Shakespeare remained, we 
would stiff have an encyclopedic documenta- 
tion of the human condition. 'That's why the 
1980 CaffOrapher's Engagement Caferufar, de-
voted to quotes from Shakespeare's prays and 
poetry, makes such terrific reading as well as 
looking. Here, too, as in the Engagement 
Caferufar of the Society of Scribes, there is such 
an abundance of talent and imagination that 
our only comment on the whole endeavor  is to 
quote the quote, chosen by Tun cirvin, from 
As You Like It, woruferful, wonderful and 
most wonderful, ctrulyet again wonekuf" 
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Society of Scribes Engagement Calendar 

LINDA DANNHAUSER 
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'The Christmas season has come andgone and CO us with an accumu-
lation ofgOs to absorb into our lives. Its easy enough to put an extra 
tie to work, consume another fifth of anything or another ounce of 
perfume. But what cart you do with two engagement calendars for 
198o ? Easy. Use one at the office and one at home. Suppose you receive 
three? Buy a country house and plant one there.However, one of 
your new 1980 calendars was 'nal by the Society ofScribes, it's very 
simple to ignore the _functio aspects and enjoy it purely for the 
aesthetics .We never cease to be amazed—no matter how many samples 
of cailWraphy we see in the course of a. year—at the infinite variety of 
ideas floating around in the cosmos, waiting to be penned dawn by 
clever and talented people. It's not just the look, of these pages that's 
refreshing, but the choice of quotes as well. In every case, the text is 
somewhat offbeat and unckneyed, and gives us something to think 
about during those empty time slots on the calendar page. 

It would have been niceif we had room to reproduce the entire 
book, but we had to confine ourselves to agroup that somehow worked 
well together in our spread text  time around, we hope to make 
amends to those we've neglected this year. Marion Muffer 
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SCHAUSPIEL IM ZDF 1979 
DIE 	DIE ReTT:Nfi DER 

TOTENIANZA DERNATERMHEDDA 
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GESCHICHIEMILOGIE DES 
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Der' der schickt den*aus, er son den ;,, 	iden. Derl/sch eidt 
den;-'nicht und kommt auch nicht 'nachn. Da schickt der 
den 	s, er son den*beiZen. Der 0-beif3t den*jaicht, der 

den 0-nicht, der den/aus, er soil den 0-schlagen. Der/schlagt, 
*Ihneidt dan,fnicht und kommt auch nicht nachn Da schickt 
der  
setbeiBt de nicht, der eidtgen•„Onicht und kommt such 

nach Da schickt er dos auS, es soil den/brennen.Das 
nbrennt den/nicht, der schlagt, den 0-nicht, der 0-bei1 t den 

• t, der s 	idt denifienicht und kowt auch nicht 
na,ch . Da s 	der 	Ails, es soll das 0)10 loschen. Das 

lOscht das 0 nicht, 0 brennt den/nicht, der/schlagt 
den 0-nicht, der 3pt beia de 	nicht, derlisc eidt den,-,,tYnicht 

und kommt such nicht nach . Da schickt der den !Wails, erpll 
dasen. Der plirsauft (las K nicht, des 	loscht des 

nicht, das 0`fp brennt den/nicht, der/schlagt den set nicht, der 0-beif3t 
den* • t,der*schn  It den- ffrnicht und kommt such nicht 
n.ach . Da schickt der 

Der/ schlacht,,denfirni 
loscht das pyp nicht, das 

den 0-nicht,der 0-bei1 t de 
kommt such I bi. nachn 

hangen.D 
sauft 

Zi 

' 

der 
hang denAnicht,deri 

.....-----:: nicht, (las-----=].oscht das 
den/nicht, der/schlagt denytnicht, der 0-beitt den,l/ • 
der schneidt den;  'nicht und ommt such nicht 

er soll ell. Der 'holt de *cht, 
nicht, der 	den 	, der prsauft 

....--t----..:;; nicht, das---z--- -2-_-- las h das 0 nicht, des 0 brennt den/ 
nicht, der/schlagt den 0- nicht, der 0-beiSt denUcht, der* 

schn idt den:Inicht und kommt such nicht nachn Da geht der 
nun selbst hinaus und macht g9r bald ein End daraus. 

denfal  is,  er soli deny"  
t, der lorsauft das 	nicht, das  
brennt den/nicht, der/schlagt, 

	

nicht, der 	 ti den. nicht and 

	

schickt, 	aus; er soil den 
den plitnicht, 

nicht, das brennt 
t, 
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PUT YOUR 
BEST FACE 
FORWARD  

Through no fault of his, Christof Gassner's 
contributions to Put Your Best Face For-
ward caused us a great deal of trouble. lie 
is a graphic designer from Frankfurt-am-
Main, with a predilection for ITC typefaces. 
tie also has a special gift for interpolating 
illustrations into his text—a very seduc-
tive device that kept us reading and trying 
to translate. After a consultation with a 
Viennese-born doctor friend and an assist 
from a kind lady in the German American 
Chamber of Commerce, we put together 
what, we hope, are some sensible inter-
pretations. If we're wrong, somebody out 
there will be sure to tell us. 

A is a title page for a program announcing 
a series of theatrical events. The client 
is ZDF (Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen). 
The names of the plays are set in ITC Avant 
Garde Gothic. The spot illustrations, each 
pertinent to the play, are printed in gold. 
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B is a design for a narrative with a repeat 
pattern that parallels our own "This is the 
house that Jack built..."The text is set in 
highly legible ITC American Typewriter, 
which matches the straightforward story 
line about a farmer trying to get his wheat 
cut. The space-y type combined with the 
dense little silhouettes gives the page its 
special color and rhythm. 

C is a philosophical piece, set in ITC Serif 
Gothic, designed for an exhibition of 
typography. Literally, it reads:"Whoever 
has bowed to an ant, need never bow down 
to a lion."Figuratively, we are still working 
on the ramifications of that one. 

D and E are announcements of two series 
of programs for the client, ZDE with com-
pletely disparate moods. Gassner uses ITC 
Avant Garde Gothic in both arrangements, 
but with a little inventiveness makes each 
compatible with its theme. In Komodien 
urn Aussenseiter (Comedies About the 
Alienated) he drops the SS's to communi-
cate the idea of dropouts from society. In 
Bilder aus der Belle Epoque, he intro-
duces the decorative B and E to telegraph 
the lighthearted and elegant mood of 
these period pieces. 

F and G are designs for the client Canton 
Electronik Co., manufacturer of sound 
systems and related equipment. Fora 
T-shirt imprint, Gassner used an outline 
version of ITC Lubalin Graph, interlaced 
with his ubiquitous little opera characters. 
Notice that the logo he conceived for 
Canton is in ever-increasing weights of 
ITC Avant Garde Gothic, from pianissimo 
to forte, an apt concept for a company 
in the sound business. MARION MULLER 
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Jim Spanfeller's 

WRITTEN BY JIM SPANFELLER, JR. ART BY JIM SPANFELLER, SR. 
PART THREE: PURGATORIO 

ith a moderate shud- to be rockier and dimmer, with 
der and then a simple thud the 	many curves. There were numer- 
large blimp came to a stop after ous signs stating that the easy 
its trip up from The Inferno.The way was the safe way. The con- 
hatch opened and A.G.Virgil 	fused illustrator saw no reason to 
prodded the illustrator outside. venture off on his own. 
The two men found themselves 	Continuing along the spacious 
in a quiet, strange land. On a me- road the two voyagers came upon 
dium-sized sign that stood to the many different and interesting 
right of the blimp appeared the people. Some they passed on the 
word Purgatorio in simple, light roadway and others they saw veg- 
print.Below this sign there was 	etating under trees or eating next 
another with words of advice that to streams. Recognizing a face 
rang familiarly: "Never be first 	here and there, the artist noticed 
and never be last:' Puzzled, the 	that these people were clustered 
artist considered this proverb 	in patches according to their 
for a moment, shrugged and then earthly occupations. One group 
surveyed the surroundings. 	was composed of television 

A.G.Virgil and his ward were 	game show hosts; in another the 
standing at the base of an enor- illustrator was sure he saw his 
mous mountain composed of a former plumber. 
seemingly infinite number of con- 	Most of the people would call 
tinually diminishing concentric out a warm greeting accompa- 
circles piled one on top of the 	nied by words of advice.It seemed 
other. Rising into the sky, the 	as if everyone had something to 
structure disappeared in a milky say about the way one should 
white cloudbank that encircled 	live one's life. One of the first 
its upper half.The artist was sur- groups the artist and his agent 
prised to see that the discernible came across was a bunch of New 
portion of the mountain was coy- York City newspaper columnists 
ered with a moderately dense 	sitting under a tree drinking beer 
underbrush. Following his agent and eating hard-boiled eggs.As 
along a wide, smooth, easy path they moved past, one of the men 
that led up and around the peaks, from the group offered the usual 
he soon found himself enveloped greeting and then called out, 
in the gentle shade offered by 	"Remember, look before you leap:' 
this thick foliage. 	 Smiling, the artist nodded his 

Trying to keep to the middle of head in agreement,but another 
the road, the agent led his charge from the same group shouted, 
along the main byway of Purga- "He who hesitates is lost:' Sur-
torio.Walking a few steps behind prised by the conflicting points 
and slightly to the left was the 	of view stated with equal zeal, 
illustrator. As they moved along, the illustrator turned to his agen 
the artist noticed many other, less for an explanation. 
appealing thoroughfares jutting 	"Don't worry about it Span, 
off the smooth road up which he you'll laugh at the whole thing in 
traveled.The other paths seemed a day or two:' said A.G.Virgil. 
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"But A.G.,where am I? You can't 

ust leave me here:' 
"Oh don't worry,Span.Just go 

up that side path a little until you 
run into Beatrice. She'll take care 
of you from there:' 

"I don't know, A.G.,this is all 
going to drive me crazy. I feel a 	j 
severe headache starting!" 

"Have some chicken soup:' 
advised the agent."It will make 
you feel better:' 

"Chicken soup?" 
"Couldn't hurt, could it?" 
"A.G.,what is going on here, 

anyway? What is this all about?" 
"Span,I'll tell you,you'll go a 

lot farther in life if you learn not 
to ask so many questions. Just 
follow the pack and things will 
be a whole lot easier:' 

Even more unsettled than be-. 
fore,the illustrator followed his 
agent over the long wide path 
up and around the mountain. 
The two men continued to pass 
people of all shapes and sizes 
and from every walk of life.There 
were cabdrivers, balloon ascen-
sionists, politicians, actors, demo-
graphers,fishermen and three 
short-order cooks.They all had 
conflicting words of advice. 

Every now and then the artist 
would look over his shoulder 
down at the road which he had 
just come up. He wasn't sure, but 
he kept on thinking he could see 
his father sitting in a chair in the 
middle of the trail. Even more un-
settling was that the illustrator 
could swear he heard his father 
offering advice too. "Save your 
money," the older man seemed 
to be saying,"save your money" 

On top of all this the illustrator 
had the eerie feeling that he and 
his agent were traveling in circles 
and not really going anywhere. 

"This is all very strange, yet very 
familiar," thought the artist as he 
trudged along behind A.G.Virgil. 

A few hours later, after they 
passed what looked like the same 
tree for the fourth time,A.G.Virgil 
came to a stop and looked at his 
pocket watch."Well,Span,here is 
where you and I part company. 
I gotta get going. Got me a lunch 
date down the mountain a bit 
and if I don't hurry up I'll be late:' 

"What? Who is this Beatrice? 
Where am ..:' 

"Now what did I tell you about 
asking too many questions, Span? 
Just do as I say and everything 
will work out.Trust me,buddy,l  

wouldn't steer you wrong,would 
I?" The agent walked off down 
the road.The artist stood looking 
after him with his mouth open. 

"And remember,Span:' said the 
agent as he turned to deliver his 
parting words,"never take any 
wooden nickels. Bucks is every-
thing:' He laughed shrilly and con-
tinued on his way. 

Feeling a mixture of fear and 
confusion, the artist looked 
towards the smaller, steeper and 
more curved path that jutted off 
up the mountain. But as he turned 
he was struck dumb by the sight 
of the most beautiful woman he 



 	 e: 
Paradise. 

had ever seen. She was the crown-
ing glory of all his visions, the 
epitome of womanhood, literally 
the girl of his dreams. With a silent 
motion the woman beckoned 

him onward up the 
dim, shadowy path. 

Without a sound he fol-
lowed, overcome by all that 

had just happened. Up and 
around and then up again 

climbed the artist after his 
a/mostperfectvision.(She had a 
small, faint tattoo on her left arm 
that read,"Once there was a little 
man who wouldn't say his prayers. 
So they took him by his left leg 
and threw him down the stairs:') 
The going was tough and soon his 
muscles ached from the climb-
ing, but it didn't matter because 
his mind and soul were content. 

As the two continued along, the 
trail gradually grew easier and 
easier and soon they were making 
fine time.The illustrator no longer 
felt as if he were going in circles. 

Now it seemed he was being 
led to a definite destination, and 
although it had been hard 

for a time he was sure that 
whatever the place was, it 

would be worth the hard work. 
Rounding a sharp turn in the trail 

the artist was astonished to find 
himself staring at a large, shiny 

spacecraft. From the smoke 
that swirled around its 

stern he could tell that the 
magnificent vehicle was in 
the final stages of prepara-
tion before takeoff.Stand- 

ing in wonderment 
the illustrator gazed at 

the sleek ship, but 
his companion 
would not 

let him dally. 
She nudged 

him towards the 
vehicle and soon 

he found himself on 
a soft comfortable 

seat inside the great 
ship. Beatrice sat be-

side him, the most per- 
fect creature he had 

ever met (except for her 
tattoo).Yet the woman had 

not uttered a single word. It 
was all very exhilarating and he 

wondered where such a woman 
and such a magnificent craft were 
taking him."Maybe some place 
nice,' he thought. "It's about time 
that something good happened:' 

THIS ARTICLE WAS SET IN ITC CHELTENHAM 
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A DICTIONARY BY PETER GRUNDY 

xact Precise, rigorous, (rules, order, 
etc.) ; (of person, judgement, report, 
etc.) accurate, strictly correct. 

xcrete (of animals or plants) separate 
and expel (waste matters, also abs.) 
from the system. 

xasperate Make worse ( ill feelings, 
disease, pain); irritate or provoke 
(person). 

xtract Copy out parts of (passage in 
book etc.); to make extracts from a 
book, obtain by pressure anything 
firmly fixed. 
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A DICTIONARY BY 
PETER GRUNDY 

•  
There are a number of ways to put it: 
Limits give freedom...the narrower your 
focus, the more you see. Peter Grundy 
demonstrates how zeroing in on a small 
field of study, treating it with concentra-
tion, imagination and respect, can open 
up great vistas. He has designed a dic-
tionary devoted exclusively to the letter X. 
It is a graphic as well as verbal dictionary, 
and extremely clever. What's more, he has 
the good grace to make the reader feel 
clever, too. His graphic interpretations are 
so apt that the verbal explanations are 
quite superfluous. 

Peter Grundy is English. He commit-
ted himself to an art career very early on. 
He enrolled at the Bath Academy of Art 
right after he finished his basic schooling, 
and continued with graduate work at the 
Royal College of Art in London. His con-
centration was in graphic design, illus-
tration and typography. He is currently 
engaged at the Royal College of Art as a 
teaching assistant, which.  still leaves him 
time to continue his freelance design 
work for a number of publishers in Eng-
land and on the continent. But he hopes 
eventually to concentrate on his own 
design and illustration ventures, of which 
X is only the first. 	Marion Muller 

xaggerate Magnify (thing described, 
or abs.) beyond the limits of truth; 
intensify; make abnormal size. 



xeite Set in motion, rouse up, alert, 
( feelings, faculties, etc.); provoke, to 
bring about, (action, activities etc.) 
by stimulus. 

xplore Inquire into; examine (town 
etc) by going through it. 

  

xcess Outrage; an intemperance in 
eating or drinking; over stepping of 
due limits; fact of exceeding to an 
extreme degree. 

  

xPlosion Gomg off with loud noise, • 
(gas, gunpowder, etc.) outbreak. 

  

xperiment A test, trial, (of ); proce-
dure adopted on the chance of its 
succeeding. 

  

xelasnation Exclaiming! (words etc) 
note of-(!); cry out! esp. from pain! 
anger! accuse loudly! 

  

THIS ARTICLE WAS SET IN ITC AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CONDENSED 
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Blame it on the Romans. They started 
it all in 200 B.C. with the firstcoin-oper-
ated machine. Unfortunately, when the 
Empire disappeared, so did the idea of 
using a coin to activate a machine. And it 
wasn't until 1700 that money and machines 
got back together again. 

A penny a pinch. It began again in England 
where you got a pinch of snuff for a penny. And 
for the next 100 years that's all you got out of 
coin-operated machines. But business boomed 
in the 1800's and these marvelous machines 
started to sort themselves into categories. 
Gambling. Vending. And arcade. 

Las Vegas, Massachusetts? On August 15, 
1871,John Hall of Watertown, Mass. manufac-
tured his "Race Course Toy Bank:' It was sup-
posed to encourage people to save. But it 
encouraged them to gamble once they found a 
way to bet on the tin horses on top. During the 
1890's gambling fever ran high. And gambling 
machines were made to be portable. Sort of 
a pay-as-you-go plan.The "One-Arm Bandit" 
took the money from its first customer in 
1905. And is still going strong today. 

The price is right. Vending machines 
got a big boost in 1888. Thomas Adams 
put machines in every subway station in 
New York to sell his Tutti-Frutti Gum. So, 
next time you step in a gooey wad of 
gum...blame Tom. 

Tilt.That sign first flashed on a pinball 
machine in 1931. But the penny arcade 
machine has been around since 1871.And, 
believe it or not, it wasn't until 1933 that 
gambling was added to its fun. 

Whether they're geared for gambling, 
vending or an arcade...we put money in the 
machines and we get something in return. If 
we're lucky. If not, the satisfaction of a good 
swift kick is some sort of brief consolation, 
even if you don't get back your money. 
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This holy water vendor was used in 
200 B.C.The worshipper deposited 
his drachma and got a splash of holy 
water. When it came to financial 
matters,those priests really knew 
how to urn a lot of money for the 
Roman Empire. 

This is Number 11 in a series of Very Graphic Crossword Puzzles 
by Al McGinley and Lee Gardner. 
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Made in 1905 from embossed 
tin, this prime bit of poultry 
hatched a new idea in vending 
machines. "Cluck, cluck:' For 
5C you could get either a hard-
boiled egg or a candy egg. Plus 
sound effects. Certainly not 

"cheap, cheap:' But, due to the 
public's lack of interest,the idea 
laid an egg. Guess it wasn't what 
it was cracked up to be. 

ACROSS 
1. "Put 	 in the Nickelodeon.. : ' 

13. "Thrust and 	 
14. "Here's 	of happiness:' 

(Bridal toast) 
16. 	the Terrible. 
18. 	and pieces. (Gather info) 
20. "0 	e mio:' 
22. "They call 	Mr. Tibbs:' 
23. Chinese religion. 
25. Italian river. 
26. A long, long time. 
27. Transport with delight. 
30. Toward. 
31. Teetotalers group. 
32. N.Y. sandwich shop. 
33. What military personnel sometimes get. 
37. The art of government 
39. Light you stop on. 
4.0. News agency. 
42. Hesitant sound. 
43. Prefix for worker or hostess. 
44. The 	to this puzzle are on 

page 77. 
46. Greek letter. 
4.8. Never! 
50. Steelers are part of it 
52. Snake out a drain. 
54. Type measure. 
56. Chit 
57. Composer Ned. 
59. Alcoholic's nemesis. 
60. Pop star of the 70's. 
63. Drank heavily 
66. Goes with 8 Down. 
67. Growing outward. 
69. " 	nuts!" 
70. Concerning. 
71. Not sweet. 
73. Children of Norwegian king 
76. Pronoun. 
77. Little Lord Fauntleroy. 
79. Fleur de 	 
80. River isle. 
81. Fish-eating hawk. 
82. Ancient Asian kingdom. 
83. What a lion searches for.  

DOWN 
1. "Brother,can you spare 
2. WW II agency 
3. Tease or torment. 
4. Time unit. 
5. Grain fungus. 
6. Kind of grass. 
7. Make 	 (Coffee ready) 
8. Goes with 66 Across. 
9. Green Hornet's sidekick. 

10. Above-ground subways. 
11 " 	and behold:' 
12. "Wishing will make 	 
15. 	Maxwell. 
17. Merchant 
19. Weight allowances. 
21. Carousing 
24. Miner's milieu. 
26. French season. 
28. Kin. (Abbr.) 
29. "Uncanny" in Scotland. 
30. 	the problem. (Increases) 
34. A fruit 
35. Slot machine town. 
36. Street in Paris. 
37. " 	from Heaven:'  - 
	do anything better than you..:' 

41. Existing. 
•5. " 	 of the World:' 
46. Popeye's nemesis. 
47. "He took a 	for the worse:' 
48. Hello and good-by in Oahu. 
49. "Who can I 	when nobody needs me?" 
51. Ziegfeld's big productions. 
53. Quickly in Rome. 
55. Shyness. 
58. Unit of atmos. pressure. 
61. Playful aquatic mammal. 
62. "Tom and 	" (Cartoon) 
64. Dolts. 
65. Bert and 	 (Muppets team) 
68. 	Fitzgerald. 
72. " 	you lonesome tonight?" 
74. Goal. 
75. Boating need. 
76. "Heave 	 
78. French article. 
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In 1908,the Caille Brothers 
Company invited you to shake 
hands with Uncle Sam. Every 
red-blooded American wanted 
to step up and test his strength. 
And get a score of 300 to ring 
the bellit was one of the fun 
ways to put the squeeze on 
government.And it only cost 
a penny. But, no matter how 
strong your grip, he never said 

"Uncle:' Very amusing before 
taxes. Amusement taxes,that is. 

Built in 1899 by the Columbia 
Phonograph Co.,this grapho-
phone was the start of the 
penny arcade. In small towns 
it was anything but a small 
wonder. With not much else in 

the form of entertainment, 
this musical marvel would 

entertain you with a popular 
hit or a march.A sound in-
vestment.And all for only 5C. 

In 1931,the General Mdse. Co. put 
out this colorful character. Smilin' 
Sam from Alabam'. He was painted 
bright red and made of cast alumi-
num.You put your money in his head. 
Pulled his tongue. And got a mouth-
ful of peanuts. Except when your coin 
got jammed.Then it was like pulling 
teeth to get your money back. 
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way he solved a great many questions 
was the way he responded to people. He 
was naturally capable of solving tremen-
dous problems. 

"The way he solved a problem, brought 
it into being,was through his talks with 
scientists in whatever area he tackled. 
At the time he did the brain model, some-
one at the Rockefeller Institute begged 
Will not to undertake it. This was an 
impossible subject, he was told, he would 
never get out of the morass, was fool-
hardy to attempt to isolate a minute 
portion of time to show how the brain 
records an image on the nervous system. 

"But Will went ahead as though he had 
not heard an adverse thing. Not only was 
he not discouraged, it was as though he 
had not heard anyone say anything other 
than that this is an idea to be pursued; 
and no amount of effort, no amount of 
difficulty is relevant to the fact that this 
job had to be done:' 

"My jobs were short-term— a newsletter 
or a calendar of events —a job that would 
start one day and be due two weeks later. 
I would feel uninhibited about teasing 
Will to roll up his sleeves to help because 
otherwise I'd never meet the deadline. 
I felt this was relaxing for him. He loved 
the idea my job would be off the press 
in a month:' 

Will had received his own short-term 
assignments when, in 1938, he and Hilda 
Burtin, his first wife, emigrated to the 
United States from Hitler's GermanyWill 
and Hilda had met as art students in 
Cologne, and there established an exhibi-
tion-design studio with clients in many 
European countries. 

When they arrived here, Burtin was well 
known as a designer, so commissions 
weren't difficult to get.An early, notable 
connection was established with the 
magazine Architectural Forum, for which 
Will was asked to design a cover. Cipe 
remembers"Will spoke hardly any 
English, but he showed his portfolios 
around.Years ago,when I was at Vogue, 
Will showed up at Conde Nast. I had seen 
his work reproduced in Gebrauchsgraflk, 
and was interested in meeting him. I 
spoke a little German and was brought 
in to help with translating when Will 
was seeing art directors at our offices. 

'Will went, also, to Architectural Forum, 
and as a result of the Gebrauchsgrafik 
articles, he got an appointment easily. 
That first visit resulted in their giving 

CHRONOLOGY 

1908: born in Cologne Germany; later, was graduated from art 
school there as a typographer and printer. 

1927-38: formed a successful studio in Cologne for graphics 
design,exhibitions,displays,motion pictures. He found 
many clients in Germany and in other European 
countries before the political situation in Germany 
forced him to emigrate to the United States. 

1939-43: taught design and experimental approaches to commu-
nication at Pratt Institute,New Yon( 

1943-45: designed gunnery manuals for the U.S.Air Force, and 
visual presentations for the Office of Strategic Services. 

1945-49: was art director at Fortune magazine. 

1949: opened his own studio for visual research and design, in 
New York City. His clients included The Upjohn Company, 
for which he was general design consultant and art 
director of Their publication Scope.Other organizations 
for whom Burtin worked were: International Business 
Machines; Smithsonian Institution; United States Infor-
mation Agency; Mead Paper Corporation; Union Carbide 
Corporation; Herman Miller Furniture Company; Labora-
torios LIFE, Quito, Ecuador 

1972: died in New York City. 

Burtin was a member of the New York Art Directors 
Club; American Institute of Graphic Arts; New York Type 
Directors Club; Alliance Graphique Internationale (he 
was president of The American chapter); International 
Design Conference (acted as Program Chairman 1955, 
1956, and chairman of the International Planning 
Committee in 1957); Chairman, World Seminar on 
Typography and Design," The Art and Science of Typog-
raphy' SiNermine,Connecticut 1958, sponsored by the 
Type Directors Club of NewYork; Program Chairman of 

'Typography USA',' sponsored by the Type Directors Club, 
New York City 1959; Program Chairman VISION '65, 
World Congress on "New Challenges to Human 
Communications': sponsored by the International 
Center for the Typographic Arts in cooperation with 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, 1965; 
and Program Chairman VISION 67, World Congress on 

"Survival and Growth": sponsored by ICTA in cooperation 
with Newslork University, 1967. 
Burtin's awards follow: 

New York Art Directors Club Medal —1941 and 1945; 
Certificate of Distinctive Merit-1946,1949,1953, 
1954,1955,1956. 
The Detroit Art Directors Club awarded him medals in 
1953; American Medical Association Gold Medal, 1958. 

The American Institute of Graphic Arts Medal —1971. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Burtin's work was published in Industrial Design; 
Interiors; Architectural Forum; Print Magazine; Graphis 
(Switzerland); Stile Industrie (Italy); Esthetique 
Indushiel le (France); Idea (Japan); Art & Industry 
(England); Gebrauchsgrafik (Germany); life; Time; 
Business Week; New York Times; Sr. Louis Post 
Dispatch; Scientific American. 

It seems to me that an intelligent designer, 
to exercise mastery of the profession, 
should possess an inner meeting-place 
where a well-comprehended emotional 
self embraces the newest scientific and 
technical tools.The union will process a 
new aesthetic that will benefit the designer 
(who will become more sophisticated), 
and the communications sphere (that 
will become more articulate).And the 
world of graphics design will have ro-
tated a beat faster to keep in step with 
yet another visual leap. 

The renowned Will Burtin,who died in 
'NewYork City in 1972, pioneered this 
kind of knowledgeable graphic-
typographic-scientific language amalgam. 
His spatial concepts were the fruition of 
his drive to explain simply, in graphics, 
complex organic structures scarcely visi-
ble beneath the microscope. His impetus 
was to reach those who normally aren't 
at ease with the terminology of science. 

Burtin's career, which began with a four-
year typographical apprenticeship under 
a German"Lehrmeister," culminated in 
America where he successfully introduced 
the rigid discipline of the sciences to the 
innate freedom of vision of the artist. His 
direction evolved from the planographic 
design of the printed page to architectural 
compositions in three dimensions. 

His remarkable projects under the aegis 
of the Upjohn Company developed out of 
a relationship that spanned 2 decades. 
Burtin worked on each concept for sev-
eral years, conferring with structural 
engineers, physicists and chemists, to 
build outsized models of the brain and 
the basic cell. He forced advanced tech-
niques to the service of simplicity and 
clarity to illuminate the functions of these 
intricate mechanisms. 

Burtin was tireless in pursuing an idea, 
traveling extensively to meet with scien-
tists to discuss his graphic concepts. He 
achieved a breakthrough in three- 
dimensional communication to clarify 
scientific concepts that had been incom-
prehensible to the lay person. 

With electronics, sound, plastics, colors, 
slides, films, and still photographs, 
Burtins transparent layered structure of 
the brain, greatly enlarged, delineated its 
function—perception and , thought, sight 
and sound, reason and action. 

His six-foot model of the human blood 
cell, 250,000 times larger than life,was a 
walk-in wonderland, captivating thou-
sands in the United States and Europe, 
along the path that took Will around the 
world to explore the feasibility of his ideas. 

Cipe Pineles Burtin, married to Will 
Burtin in 1961, accompanied him on 
these hegiras."Wherever Will and I went, 
there would be somebody who would 
come to Will and say,'You changed my 
life...I was in your class... I was in the 
audience in London when you .. :They'd 
look at Will passionately and talk of how 
their lives altered by their meeting him. , 

"Will was modest in this relationship. He 
responded to people in a direct, natural 
way— the way he built his structures.The 

him a cover to do,which was scarcely 
published when it was time to send 
entries to the Art Directors Show. His 
artwork, visually a very advanced way of 
doing a cover, won a gold medal:' 

Ezra Stoller, the architectural photog-
rapher who worked closely with Burtin 
for many years on many assignments 
when Will was art director at Fortune, 
recalls the Architectural Forum days. 

'Will did some work for Howard Myers, 
editor and publisher of the magazine, but 
Will had no idea of what to charge. He 
sent Myers a bill, but left a blank space 
for the amount to be billed. Myers,with 
every bit as much style as Burtin, sent a 
check in which the amount to be paid 
was left blank:' 

More from Stoller:"Will's métier was 
design. He knew more than anybody, 
then, about type— the texture of type and 
how to use it. At that time, there were no 
schools in this country for good training 
in that field; whereas in the school in 
Cologne they were meticulous, and he 
learned a lot about type.That was one of 
his great strengths. 

"Will never got rich on the stuff he did, 
but he was meticulous. Price was second-
ary to his great drive for quality. He could 
give me a job and know there was no limit 
to how many times I would re-shoot.It 
had to be done over and over and over. 
The art staff at Fortune would say, 
'There's a pica, there's a point, and there's 
a Burtin: 

"There was no dichotomy in Will— no line 
between the fine arts and what he did. 
I saw things he had done in Germany 
using plastics —brochures that actually 
were transparent. Page after page with 
real design in depth.I think he was 
always working for that.The brain and 
the cell were a combination of that three-
dimensional form and elegance made 
into a scientific project:' 

Scientists and designers universally 
respected Burtin, the socially involved 
intellectual, and they responded to his 
calls for international conferences on 
contemporary communications. In 1965, 
for"Vision 65:'a three-day conference 
two years in the planning, he called on 
professionals"to understand changing 
functions of mass communications in an 
environment... in which machines and 
not people appear to set the pace:' 

For a booklet,"Visual Aspects of Science:' 
Will Burtin stated his credo on graphic 
communications:"Simplicity to assist 
perception (recognition) and recall 
(memory); Logic in the relationship be-
tween content and appearance; Emphasis 
on the basic idea of the message:' 

Will Burtin was a professional of convic-
tion— a graphic-typographic-scientific 
man who possessed an inner space where 
his sensitivities and craft mingled and 
expanded, bringing to realization visual 
dreams he would not permit to remain 
within, unrealized. 

This was his legacy; you and I are his 
beneficiaries. 	GERTRUDE SNYDER 

I asked Cipe about Will's work methods. 
She reminisced:"I don't know that it 
started immediately with an idea It didn't 
go in this direction at all.You never knew 
quite when his jobs began. Here's an idea 
he had as a child, and suddenly there's 
money for it; and for the next three or 
four years, he'd work on it.There'd be 
correspondence all over the world,with 
beginnings and stoppings and going off 
in this direction or that. In that sense, his 
work method was hard to observe. It 
seemed like the Creation. But the Crea-
tion was self-contained; it began on the 
first day, and they rested on the seventh. 
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The examples on this page are from a booklet, designed by Will Burtin, on the visual aspects of science. The pictorial material includes photo- 
graphs, by Ezra Stoller, of mammoth, walk-in scientific exhibit structures of a human blood cell and the human brain. The text was written by Roy 
Tillotson of the Union Carbide Corporation, Dr. A. Garrard Macloed of the Upjohn Company, and Bruce MacKencie of the BM Corporation. 

THIS ARTICLE WAS SET IN ITC BOOKMAN. ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC AND ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC CONDENSED 
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What's New from ITC? 

ITC Franklin Gothic Book, Medium, Demi, and Heavy and their 
corresponding italics as well as three special display versions 

(Outline, Outline Shadow, and Contour) are new typefaces from ITC. 
Only licensed ITC Subscribers are authorized to reproduce, 

manufacture, and offer for sale these and other ITC typefaces shown 
in this issue.This license mark is your guarantee of authenticity. 

LICENSED 

These new typefaces will be available to the public on or after 
April 15, /980, depending on each manufacturer's release schedule. 

ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC BOOK  

ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC 
BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI, 
HEAVY, WITH ITALICS. 
CONTOUR, OUTLINE & 
OUTLINE SHADOW. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
WXYZAQDQD/ECEgabcdefgh 
ijklmnopqrstuvwxyzaWOOte 
fi123456789083#E/0( 7:;!?I'"' 
/#*)[-tt§«»12345678901 

ff;EINdeaFGHIJKLAANOPQRSTUV 
WXYZACDa0./ECESabcdefgh 
ijklmnopqrstuvwxyzoNetse 
fi12345678908001%6:P/.10Y' 
#111§«»1234567890] 
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esigned in 1904 by 
Morris Fuller Benton for the American Type Foun-
ders Company, Franklin Gothic still reigns as one 
of America's most widely used sans serif faces. 

Originally issued in only one weight, the ATF 
Franklin Gothic family was expanded over the 
years to include an Italic, Condensed, Condensed 

Shaded, Extra Condensed, and a Wide. But, for rea-
sons unknown to this day, no lighter or intermedi-
ate weights were ever created for this typeface. 

In 1979, under license from American Type 
Founders, ITC undertook to fill this void by creating 
four new weights in roman and italic (Book, Medi-
um, Demi, and Heavy). ITC commissioned Victor 

ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC MEDIUM 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
VVXYZAcDRWECEgabcdefgh 
ijklmnopqrstuvvvw4dQ10e6 
fi12345678908$#E%(.4?- "" 
#r9[-11-§«»12345678901 
ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC MEDIUM ITALIC 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
WXYZAcDELEVECEBabcdefgh 
jklmnopqrstuvvvxyzqW0We 
fi123456789080a%(:;r?--"f! 
rItt§«»12345678991 



Caruso to design these styles with instructions 
to match as closely as possible the pure charac-
teristics of the original ATF Franklin Gothic.The 
new weights of ITC Franklin Gothic are matched 
to those of other popular sans serifs and offer a 
fresh appearance to masses of sans serif text. 

Adhering closely to the subtle thick and thin 

pattern of the original typeface, the ITC Frankli n 
Gothic series has a slightly enlarged lowercas e 
x-height.At the same time, ITC Franklin Gothic pro-
vides for a slightly condensed lowercase alpha-
bet which offers more characters per pica than do 
most comparable sans serifs, yet it retains all of 
the characteristics of the basic ATF letterforms. 

ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC DEMI 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU 
VWXY'ZAcDPSVECE$abcdc-f 
ghijklmnopqrstuvvvxyzq01:.1 
0Wefi1234567890&$$OEY 
(-7:;!"W -Itt§R»1234567890] 

ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC DEMI ITALIC 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 
VVVXYZAcINLORCERabcde 
ghlkimnopqrstuvmocyzqN 
tf&tefil234567890&$$OED 
(,,,:girtaLv/#*Xtv«»1234567890.1 
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Small caps with matching numerals have 
been created for the Book and Medium weights, 
facilitating the intermixing of caps, small caps, 
and lowercase characters where desired. 

Three additional ITC Franklin Gothic designs 
have been created and are intended primarily for 
use as display faces.They are ITC Franklin Gothic 

Outline, ITC Franklin Gothic Outline Shadow, and 
ITC Franklin Gothic Contour. 

ITC is particularly pleased to offer the new 
ITC Franklin Gothic family to users of contempo-
rary typography throughout the world who, for the 
first time, will be able to specify it for both text and 
display in a broader range of weights and styles. 

ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC HEAVY 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 
UVVVXYZAcDPNECEBabcd 
efghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzag 
dgloteififi1234567890&$S0 
EY0C,:g? Titt§g»1234567890] 
ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC HEAVY ITALIC 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 
UVVVXYZApa0/803abcd 
efghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz4 
dQ1o&ciffi123456789084$0 
Eg,:p422,*/#Xtf§«»1234567890] 
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ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC CONTOUR 
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There are lots of facts about Benjamin Franklin they never printed in our history books. First, 
because some of his exploits were unfit for consumption by impressionable young minds. And 
second, with so much to report, they'd never have gotten around to the Revolution. So we've de-
cided to make amends for the deficits of our early schooling and publicize some of the lesser-
knotAin triumphs and trivial accomplishments of that remarkable man. 

At the same time, this is a devious ploy to display our newest typeface release, ITC Franklin 
Gothic. In order to do full justice to Franklin (Benjamin and Gothic) we have expanded our regular 
feature, Something for Everybody from U&lc, from our usual two-page, black-and-white format to 
a generous eight pages in four sumptuous colors. 

Like Leonardo Da Vinci and Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin was one of those rare human 
beings who probably encompassed all knowledge extant. But aside from being one of the best-
educated men of his time—he was more than just a sponge absorbing information—he was a 
dynamo, throwing off creative energy in just about every area of human activity. Just consider this 
list of his accomplishments (not necessarily in order of magnitude): he was a philosopher, author, 
printer, linguist, civic leader, journalist, advertising man, scientist, inventor, meteorologist, states-
man, diplomat, philanthropist, family man and philanderer. 

However, to keep the record straight—contrary to what the name implies, Benjamin Franklin had 
absolutely nothing to do with the origin of Franklin Gothic type. It was actually designed in the 
early 1900's by Morris Fuller Benton for the American Type Founders Company. It is common 
knowledge, though, that Benton greatly admired Franklin for his significant contributions to Amer-
ican history and culture, and to printing in particular. Benton named the typeface for him, and took 
special pleasure in the coincidence that Franklin's given name and his own surname started with 
the same syllable, Ben. 

As you meander through the next eight pages, notice that the ITC Franklin Gothic we have speci-
fied and Benton's original Franklin Gothic are not one and the same thing. When the typeface 
was created in 1904, there was only one weight. At ITC we felt that this old favorite could enjoy a 
richer, fuller life, especially as a text face, if it were more varied and flexible. We designed it in four 
weights, with corresponding italics, with small caps in the Book and Medium Roman weights, as 
well as an Outline,an Outline Shadow and a Contour. 

We hope you enjoy the presentation, and hope you agree that Benjamin is not the only Franklin 
you can call versatile! 	 MARION MULLER 



—.1-mnrit at anus .— 
I SHALL NEVER ASK, 

NEVER REFUSE, NOR EVER 
RESIGN AN OFFICE. 

IDLENESS AND PRIDE 
TAX WITH A HEAVIER 

HAND THAN KINGS AND 
PARLIAMENTS. IF WE 
CAN GET RID OF THE 

FORMER, WE MAY EASILY 
BEAR THE LATTER. 

EAT NOT TO 
DULLNESS; 

DRINK NOT TO 
ELEVATION. 

NEVER LEAVE THAT 
TILL TOMORROW WHICH 

YOU CAN DO TODAY. \ IPHIMIVIIISI /Arr.. -.4gr .'f  '/ . 

A little neglect may 
breed mischief for want 

foorfwa anl naLothae shoe 
the
tva  ivj es lost; 

1 1  was lost; and for want of a 

hi( Illi\t:crsetie   rider was lost.  N.  

Remember that time is mo 

Little 
strokes 

fell 
great 
oaks. 

01111111111111k 
DOST THOU LOVE LIFE? 

THEN DO NOT SQUANDER 
TIME. FOR THAT IS TH E 

STUFF LIFE IS MADE OF 

Vessels large may 
\  venture more, But 

little boats should 
keep near shore. 

Plough 
deep while 

■ 

HERE SKUGG SKUGG 
LIES SNUG AS A 

BUG IN A RUG.  ;4'. 	wealthy, and wise. 

‘-vM11111nuil  

A word to 
the wise is 

enough, and 
many words 

won't fill a 
bushel. 

males a man nealtny, 
quonmimull 

IT IS HARD FOR 

N■k,;k\N\V\s;IINV,..  ,  \N,..„. 

Our constitution 
is in actual operation: 
everything appears 

to promise that it will 
last: but in this world 

nothing is certain 	L= 
but death and taxes . 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN WAS ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST PROLIFIC ADAGE ARTICULATORS. 
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LIONEL KALISH 

franklin:, a medieval English landowner of free, but 
not noble, birth. (Benjamin Franklin freely admitted 
that his ancestry was not exactly distinguished. He 
was of the belief that over the years the noun,frank-
lin, eventually became the proper noun, Franklin.) 
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Benjamin Franklin,fire chief, 
headed up the Union Fire Co. 
(As the old adage says: he lit 
more fires than he put out.) 
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Benjamin Franklin originated 
crop insurance. (Primarily to 
protect myopic barbers. He 
may also have had the farm-
ers' welfare in mind.) 

Benjamin Franklin invented bifocals. (So 
myopic barbers would not need crop insurance 
and to protect farmers from myopic barbers.) 

Benjamin Franklin was the first Ameri-
can political cartoonist. (Flushed with 
his success in cutting a snake into 
eight parts with his mighty quill pen, 
he evolved an art career by creating 
subsequent drawings in the same 
vein.) Explanation by Dr. Franklin: "The 
Colonies (that is, Britannia's limbs) 
being severed from her, Britannia is 
seen lifting her eyes and mangled 
stumps to heaven; her shield, which 
she is unable to wield, lies useless by 
her side; her lance has pierced New 
England; the laurel branch has fallen 
from the hand of Pennsylvania; the 
English oak has lost its head, and 
stands a bare trunk, with a few with-
ered branches; briers and thorns are 
on the ground beneath it; the British 
ships have brooms at their topmost 
heads, denoting their being on sale; 
and Britannia herself is seen sliding 
off the world (no longer able to hold its 
balance), her fragments over-spread 
with the label Date obolurp Belisario" 
(Give a farthing to Belisarius). 

Benjamin Franklin invented 
the rocking chair (In which 
he spent his declining years 
reclining; reminiscing about 
his illustrious past and con-
templating his dim future.) 



BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
CREATED DAYLIGHT 

SAVINGS TIME. (WHICH 
GAVE HIM AN HOUR 

MORE OF DAYTIME TO 
WORK AND AN HOUR 

LESS OF NIGHT TIME TO 
GET INTO TROUBLE.) 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN WAS ONE 
OF THE FIRST POSTMASTERS 
GENERAL.(HE LICKED HIS OPPO-
NENTS BY A SIZABLE MARGIN.) 

Benjamin Franklin invented the Franklin stove, a metal heating 
device resembling an open fireplace but designed to be set out 
in a room. (The inspiration for this invention came from the fact 
that, occasionally, he had no love to keep him warm.) 

UNTIL 1796 TENNESSEE WAS 
CALLED FRANKLIN. (FRANKLIN 

WAS CHANGED TO TENNESSEE 
FOR BUSINESS REASONS.) 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, PHILANTHROPIST, CONTINUALLY 
GAVE OF HIMSELF TO THE POOR AND UNDERPRIVILEGED. 
(THIS ALTRUISTIC ACTIVITY STARTED AT THE AGE OF 8 
WHEN RATHER THAN FEED A STALE LOAF OF BREAD TO 
THE FISHES, HE GAVE IT TO A NEEDY FAMILY.) 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, PHILANDERER, WAS CONSIDERED THE FIRST PLAYBOY 
OF THE WESTERN WORLD, AS DEPICTED IN THIS PAINTING BY NORMAN ROCK-
WELL. (IF WE ARE TO BELIEVE HIS PLAYMATES AT THE COURTS OF GEORGE IN 
ENGLAND AND LOUIS IN FRANCE, FRANKLIN WAS FAR BETTER EQUIPPED TO 
CREATE PLAYBOY MAGAZINE THAN THE SATURDAY EVENING POST.) 
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Benjamin Franklin,America's foremost Renaissance man. 
(The caption on this picture says it all.) L'Amerique Indepen- 
da nte,1778, engraving by J.C.LeVasseur after Anto i ne Bore I. 
A romanized Franklin protects an Indian maiden,America, 
who embraces the pedestal of a statue of Liberty. Minerva 
guards from above with sword and shield; Prudence stands 
at Franklin's shoulder and Courage threatens both Britain 
and Neptune, who have fallen into the water. Agriculture 
and Commerce,to the left,look on with pleasure. 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN WAS ONE OF THE FIRST 
ADVOCATORS OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION. (HE 
TOOK HIS WIFE OUT OF THE KITCHEN AND PUT 
HER INTO HIS PRINT SHOP, WHERE SHE SEWED 
BINDINGS ON HIS PRINTED PAMPHLETS ALL 
DAY.) FRANKLIN SAID OF HIS WIFE, DEBORAH, 
SHOWN HERE STITCHING PAMPHLETS: "FRU-
GALITY IS AN ENRICHING VIRTUE; A VIRTUE I 
NEVER COULD ACQUIRE IN MYSELF BUT I WAS 
ONCE LUCKY ENOUGH TO FIND IT IN A WIFE, 
WHO THEREBY BECAME A FORTUNE TO ME." 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN CREATED 
EPITAPHS. NOT ONLY DID HE 

WRITE AND DESIGN HIS FATHER'S 
TOMBSTONE, AMONG OTHERS, 

BUT HE WROTE THE ABOVE EULOGY 
FOR HIMSELF. (WE WONDER 

WHETHER HE WASN'T BETTER AT 
EPITHETS THAN EPITAPHS.) 



RHODA SPARBER 
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1 
Benjamin Franklin, the famous somniac, 
could turn off at the drop of a pin. He was 
known to fall asleep, at a moment's notice, 
whenever anybody was expressing views 
contrary to his own. (It is generally accep-
ted that the term "take five"comes from 
Franklin's slumbering ability, one of his 
favorite accomplishments.) 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN INVENTED THE HARMONICA, 
WHICH HE PLAYED WITH CONSUMMATE VIRTUOSITY. 
IT WAS MADE OF GLASS JARS, EACH HAVING A 

DIFFERENT TONAL QUALITY. (NOT TO BE CONFUSED 
ITFI THE MOUTH ORGAN; THIS ONE WAS PLAYED 

ITH BOTH HANDS AND FEET.) 
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THE BETTMANN ARCHIVES 

Benjamin Franklin,the linguist, could 
speak many languages fluently, having 
been taught by the best female minds 
in Europe. (This proved an absolute ne-
cessity in attempting to communicate 
with their husbands. However, Franklin 
flunked Latin since it is not a language 
in common usage and there were no 
Latin ladies adept in this tongue.) 

Benjamin Franklin,the swimmer. Noted for his athletic 
prowess, Ben tried to swim the Thames,with disastrous 

results.(The Thames is not exactly the English 
' Channel, measu ring at its widest about the 

length of a foot ball field.) 
ty 
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There has never been a definitive interpretation 
of this picture. It is not known whether Franklin 
was being led into his house by his irate wife 
after a night of carousing or whether he was be-
ing ushered into the house of representatives. 
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Making a Brief ESSA Y, 
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Which too often proves a: Dead Fly,. 
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Moral Sleep, 
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BEN 
FRANKLI 
CREATEC 
THE FIRS 
LENDING 
LIBRARY 
11224ARTIMPLY 
RESPONSIBLE 
FOR DOG•EARS  

Franklin was America's most famous printer. At the 
age of 14 he created, set type for, and printed this 
design.( Which accounts for the lousy letterspacing. 
What do you expect from a 14-year-old kid?) 

Benjamin Franklin, delivery boy. As a youth, work-
ing in his father's print shop, Franklin delivered the 
finished products to his father's customers and at 
the same time, extolled the virtues of their flourish-
ing printing business to anyone within earshot. He 
thus became America's first and youngest P.R. man. 
(He also took advantage of this activity to sell his 
ballads, which earned him the reputation for being 
the best pre-pubescent balladeer in the country) 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PROPOSED NEW 
STREET CLEANING METHODS FOR THE 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA. (THE ADOPTION 
OF HIS PROPOSAL PROVED A BOON TO 
HOUSEWIVES AND A BANE TO SHOE-
SHINE ENTREPRENEURS.) 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
INVENTED THE LIGHT 
NING ROD. THE FIRST 
ONE TO BE INSTALLED 
WAS AT THE HOME 
OF BENJAMIN WEST 
(TO THIS DAY IT IS NOT 
KNOWN WHETHER THE 
LIGHTNING HIT THE 
ROD OR THE HOUSE) 

Juit Publiflied, for 1733 
OOR RICHARD: An ALMANACK 
containing the Lunation, Eclipfes, Planets Motion, 

and Afpeas, Weather, Sun and Moon's tiring and frttiog, 
Highwater, erc. betides many pleafant and witty Vette; 
jcits and Sayings, Author's Motive of Writing, Prediaiort 
of the Death of his Friend Mr. (tarn Leek, .Moon no Cuc-
kold, Batchelor's Folly, Parfon's Wine and Biker's Pud-
ding, Short Wits, Kings and Bears, New FafhOns, Gime 
for ICifies, Katherine's Love, Different Sentiments, Signs 
of a Tempefi, Death a FiLtierman, Conjugal Debate, Alen 
and Melons, H. the Prodigal, Breakfall in Bed. °Ace 
Lawfuit, ere. By matiap sAuNDERs, Pbilomat 
Printed and fold by B. Franklin, Price 3 I. 6 A per Dozert. 
Of whom afro may be had Sheet Almanacks at 2 J. 6d. 

Benjamin Franklin was America's 
first advertising creative director. 
He wrote and designed ads for his 
publication, Poor Richard's Alma-
nac. (If his talents were available 
today, to judge from the above ad, 
his experience as a delivery boy 
would serve him better in his quest 
for a job at Doyle, Dane and Bern-
bach. No need to worry, Helmut.) 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 
PROOFREADER.(HE WAS 

LIVING PROOF OF HIS NEED 
TO INVENT BIFOCALS.) 



BENJAMIN FRANKLIN INVENTED 
THE ELECTRIC BATTERY. (IT IS 

PRESUMED THAT THE EXPRESSION 
"HORSEPOWER" WAS COINED AS 

A RESULT OF THE PROPELLING 
ACTION OF THIS INVENTION.) 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 
PHILOSOPHER, ILLUSTRATOR. 

ART DIRECTOR, GENIUS. (IN THE 
PAGES OF POOR RICHARD'S 

ALMANAC, FRANKLIN WROTE, 
DESIGNED AND ILLUSTRATED 

HIS PEARLS OF WISDOM. 
MOSTLY ORIGINAL, SOME OF 

THEM PROVED TO BE PASTE.) 
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t„, 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, ELECTRICIAN, DIS-
COVERED THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
LIGHTNING AND ELECTRICITY (IT IS COM-
MON KNOWLEDGE THAT ONE DAY HIS WIFE 
TOLD HIM TO GO FLY A KITE. HE DID. IN SO 
DOING HE BECAME THE FIRST PERSON TO 
USE A KEY. FOR ANYTHING OTHER THAN 
OPENING DOORS, AN ACTIVITY IN WHICH 

-  HE HAD A GOOD DEAL OF EXPERIENCE.) 

Benjamin Franklin was the founder 
of the Saturday Evening Post. He 
created this illustrated weekly maga-
zine in 1728. (Herb Lubalin owes Ben 
a debt of gratitude. If it wasn't for 
Franklin, Norman Rockwell's painting 
of Herb redesigning the Post would 
never have appeared on a 1961 cover, 
and thus Herb's image would not 
have been preserved for posterity.) 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
WAS AMERICA'S FIRST 

MANUFACTURER OF 
PLAYING CARDS.(PROB-

ABLY INFLUENCED BY HIS 
CLOSE ASSOCIATION WITH 

KINGS, HIS CLOSER ASSO-
CIATION WITH QUEENS,AND 

HIS INVOLVEMENT WITH 
JACKS-OF-ALL-TRADES, 

AMONG OTHER JOKERS.) 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, THE FINANCIAL ADVISER, CREATED  THE 
REBUS TO BEST IMPART HIS WISDOM TO NEEDY BUSINESSMEN. 
( NEEDLESS TO SAY, WHILE TRYING TO DECIPHER THIS UNIQUE 
FORM OF COMMUNICATION, MOST OF THEM WENT BANKRUPT.) 
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SOMETHING FROM EVERYBODY FOR U&LC 
(3 COMIC ALPHABETS) 
Introducing...the brand 
new Soft-Serif, Q-Tip al-
phabet...by Randi Shaft. 
Actually, Randi admits to 
being turned on to type 
design by herb Lubalin's 
typographic wordplay, and 
is far more serious about 
it than this effort implies. 
She is working toward a 
master's degree at Pratt 
Institute, while putting in 
a full day at a small de-
sign studio in Newark. 
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El Illb 
.. This delightful alphabet, 

called Handset Machine 
Bold, was submitted by 
Steven Bennett, a senior 
graphic design student at 
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, 
New York, who also works as a freelance designer. 
Handset grew out of a 
class assignment that in-
volved combining a human 
element with a typeface. 
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Denise Brunkus calls this 
her Mother Goose alphabet. 
It was originally designed in 
full color as initial letters for 
rhymes such as Little Bo 

and Humpty Dumpty, 
among others. The inspira-
tion for this creation came 
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from her proximity to illu-
minated Manuscripts when 
she worked at the Cleve-
land Museum of Art, and the
final product constituted 
her senior thesis at the 
Cleveland Institute of Art. 
The soft, pliable, luscious 
forms embodied in her let- 
ters stem from her disposi- 
tion towards soft sculpture. 
This alphabet also exists as 
so ft sculpture; brooches 
and rubber stamps. 
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Belwe CONDENSED 
The bold condensed lines of this popular 
Roman style don't hide the underlying 
romantic flavor of the design. 

Bembo 
Always a good choice for text, Bembo is 
now looking at home in display settings. 

Clearface HEAVY 
CONDENSED 

A popular headline Roman, it offers 
pleasing balance and color in a heavy, 
condensed format. 

Eurostile BOLD 
The strong solid look of Eurostile is 
further enhanced in this weight. 

GA LLIA 
Light and frothy, the perfect accompani-
ment to light hearted designs. 

Helvetica TDEINDED 
 

The beat goes on with yet another 
version to mix into your Helvetica 
repertoire. 

soifevleH 
Useful when lettering is viewed through 
a clear surface like acrylic or glass. 

Palatino sawAALIsCH  CAPS  
This font of swash caps can be used to 
add that hand lettered look to Palatino 
settings. 

cPcrEk 	CTEr2LLE 
A workhorse among scripts, Park 
Avenue is a traditional choice for formal 
settings. 

Romic LIGHT 

Roll* MEDIUM 

Ron*. 
Ron* EXTRA BOLD 
A new concept in Roman typefaces, its 
unusual serif construction and stylish 
indents produce a pleasing blend of the 
classic and contemporary. Designed by 
the Letraset Type Design Studio. 

SHADOW 
The disciplined character construction 
retains enough of a casual character to 
be light and immediate. 

I.T.C. Zapf Chancery 
MEDIUM - 

LT.C. Zapf Chancery 
- 	MED ITALIC' 

I.T.C. zapf Chancery 
DEMI 

I.T.C. Zapf Chancery 
BOLD 

An elegant interpretation of a Chancery 
script. There are many swash characters 
and a good selection of alternate 
ligatures. A remarkable palette for the 
creative typographer. 

Croissant 
Weight distribution and "stencil breaks" 
make Croissant one of a kind. 

FRANKFURTER 
HIGHLIGHT 

The highlight feature adds a glossy 
effect to this popular style. 

L•LLLei GOTHIC LIGHT 

The 1930's feel is complemented by the 
design's ability to be tightly set. 

mat/ow SOLID 

Another period piece, Harlow has been 
the inspiration for many hand styled 
settings. 

Roman. Script 
The joining elements on many of the 
characters allow it to be set in script 
fashion. 

Get your own copy of the new 32 page 
Letraset Supplement. In addition to 
showing full fonts of each typeface, 
there are new Letratone sheets, 
Projectable products, Letrapaque 
Masking Film and many other graphic 
aids illustrated. Ask your Letraset Dealer 
for a copy or send us the coupon. 

r 
Please send me a Sweet Treats 
supplement. 

Name 	  

Company 	  

Address 	  

City 	  

State 	 Zip 	 

Letraset, 40 Eisenhower Drive 
Paramus N.J. 07652 

Letraset 
Letraset USA Inc. 
40 Eisenhower Drive 
Paramus N.J. 07652 

© Letraset USA 1980 

MEDIUM 
REVERSED 

TRY SOME 

FROM 
LETRASET 



AIRBRUSH STUDENT RECEIVES GOOD-NATURED CRITIQUE FROM LOU DORFSMAN. 

CBS's DORFSMAN CAPTIVATES CAMPUS 
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NEWSLETTER 

SKILLS FOR HIRE* 

FORT LAUDERDALE —Louis Dorfsman, 
Senior Vice President and Creative Direc-
tor, Advertising and Design, for CBS/ 
Broadcast Group, held a special two-day 
seminar in January with students and 
faculty at the Art institute of Fort Lauder-
dale. The noted designer took time out 
from his busy schedule at CBS in New 
York to travel to the Fort Lauderdale 
school and act in his capacity as a member 
of The Design Schools Board of Advisors. 

Dorfsman toured the Art Institute, lec-
tured and conducted workshops. He 
stressed the importance of thorough train-
ing in the mechanical skills—an area in  

which many art students are lacking, 
but which is stressed at The Design 
Schools. He also spoke about one of his 
favorite topics: type. "If you expect to 
make a decent living in this field," he 
pointed out, "you've first got to learn 
the fundamentals of typography." 

A highlight of the visit was Dorfsman's 
slide presentation and film, "25 Years at 
CBS in Retrospect," which detailed his 
kaleidoscopic career that has embraced 
everything from environmental design, 
to network print ads and spot commercials, 
to books, packaging, exhibits and architec-
tural graphics. 

TEXAS GRAD BEGINS 
PUBLISHING CAREER 
HOUSTON — Fresh from his training at 
the Art Institute of Houston, Advertising 
Design major David Weberlein has landed 
a job in the publishing industry. David 
works in the art department of the book 
division of Gulf Publishing, doing pro-
duction on books and journals, such as 
World Oil and Ocean Industries. "I love it 
here," he says. "Everyone is friendly and 
encouraging. I feel like I want to learn 
everything. And in this company, the 
longer I'm here, the more I'll get to do." 

Advertising Design student Martin 
Miller executed this sleek scissors logo as a 
class project at the Colorado Institute of 
Art. Logos and corporate identity are part 
of The Design Schools' curriculum. 

GRAPHICS TRAINING 
AIDS INTERIORS GRAD 
ATLANTA—Cindy Mattevi graduated less 
than a year ago from the Art Institute of 
Atlanta and after a whirlwind nine months 
with the interior design firm of Vantosh and 
Cohen, she's now in business for herself 
with a growing list of clients. As a student, 
Cindy began freelancing for graphic 
designer Rosita Farrell, for whom she did 
graphic and fashion design, as well as 
interiors. A good designer can move from 

one field to another, and Cindy credits her 
success to keeping one thing foremost in 
her mind: "Whatever you're doing," she 
says, "you've got to design around your 
client's needs." Among her many jobs, 
Cindy is particularly pleased with the 
exteriors/interiors of Atlanta restaurant 
Carlos McGee's and with her supervision 
and partial design (for Vantosh and 
Cohen) of showrooms at the new Atlanta 
Apparel Mart, which was designed by 
famous architect John Portman. 

Graduates of The Design Schools have had 24 months of intensive, specialized preparation 
in a variety of skills, including: advertising design, typography, photography, illustration, 
drawing, perspective, lettering, airbrush, package design, multimedia, animation, median-
icals, pre-separation and many others. They are prepared to work productively for you. 

Edward A. Hamilton, Design Director 
The Design Schools 
Pan Am Building, Suite 256, East Mezzanine 
200 Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

I would like to know more about The Design Schools graduates. ❑ 

I don't have immediate need, but please keep me advised. ❑ 

Include me on your invitation list for seminars and programs. ❑ 

Art Institute of Atlanta 
Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale 
Art Institute of Houston 
Art Institute of Philadelphia 
Art Institute of Pittsburgh 
Colorado Institute of Art 

11 

A series of programs and seminars featuring noted designers, artists and 
film makers will be given at intervals in key American cities. Sponsored by 
The Design Schools and local art directors clubs, the programs will be 
announced by mail in various local areas. Watch for your invitation. 

Name: 	  Position. 	  

Company 	 Phone- ( ) 	 

Address 	 City: 	 State 	Zip. 	 

Skills of special interest to me- 	



We've got 
something 

to shout 
about: 

For years, you've known AM Varityper as a leader in 
high-quality phototypesetting machines. 

Our Comp/Set and Comp/Edit phototypesetters 
have brought modem phototypesetting capabilities 
to thousands of commercial and in-house typesetting 
operations. 

But what you might not know is that we're a leader 
in type, too. That leadership is reflected in our type 
library, which is one of the largest and most 
comprehensive in the business. 

It's reflected in our service, which now offers you 24-
hour delivery on any of hundreds of standard type discs 
from our library. It's also reflected in our equipment, which  

gives you more flexibility and typesetting power than any 
comparably priced systems. 

More than 500 typefaces. We've assembled a 
library of over 500 of the most popular typefaces 
available today, including most ITC faces. 

You'll be able to choose from a wide variety of 
styles, from traditional to the most modem. We offer 
styles for every kind of job. including scripts, novelty 
faces, and even reverses. 

And we're always adding new faces to our library. So 
you'll be keeping up with the latest trends in typographic 
design. 

Foreign languages, special characters. Our type 



abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABC DEFGH IJKLM NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

1234567890 
1234567890 
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styles are available in all Latin-based languages. Plus other 
languages like Hebrew, Greek and Arabic, and others. 

You'll also be able to choose from thousands of 
special characters that meet every typographic need: 
scientific, math and engineering. 

We have TV channel symbols and astrological 
symbols. And symbols for crossword puzzles, bridge and 
chess. If we don't have the characters you need, we'll 
create them for you. 

Each of our type discs has four typefaces. You can 
choose from our enormous selection of standard type 
discs. Or, if you want a different combination, we'll make 
up a disc with any four faces from our library. 

Putting it all together. When you put one of our 
type discs into one of our phototypesetters, you'll see real 
typographic power and flexibility at work. You'll be able 
to set type in sizes from 51/2 to 74 points. You'll be able 
to change typefaces at the push of a button. And you'll 
have a combination of styles and sizes that's hard to 
beat. For example, with our Comp/Edit system you get 
138 sizes and 16 fonts on-line. That's 2,208 fonts 
accessible on-line! 

But we offer more than flexibility. We offer you top 
quality, too. Our characters are designed to give optimum 
reproduction in the full range of sizes from 51/2 to 74 points. 

The standard width characteristics of each style are 
built into the type disc. But in addition, our flexible 
system takes into consideration the fact that there are 
many variables that often make it desirable to depart 
from "normal" spacing on some jobs. So we give you 
complete, easy control of letterfit to suit esthetic 
considerations, and to suit tight copyfitting conditions. 
Simple routines for white space reduction and expansion 
alter the set width of any face in use, while the mortise 
routine affords complete control of the fit of any 
character combinations. 

So all your jobs will have the professional look you 
want. 

The Type Express. In addition to more than 500 
typefaces, top-quality type and precise control of design,  

we'll give you the kind of service you need to help you 
meet your deadlines. 

We know that you often need a new typeface in a 
hurry. We meet that need with our special priority service. 
We call it Type Express. 

It's special rush shipment on any one of hundreds of 
our standard type discs. Just call our toll-free Type 
Express line, (800) 526-0709, in New Jersey call 
(201) 884-2662, and we'll have your type disc out of our 
plant within eight business hours. And there's only a small 
premium charge. (If you want overnight air freight delivery, 
we'll arrange that, too.) So you' I I be able to get the typefaces 
you need, when you need them. 

Now you know why we're leaders in type: more than 
500 type faces, design flexibility, typesetting power and 
super service. To top it all off, you'll be amazed at our low 
cost-per-font. 

There's more. Just turn the page. 

Varityper 
the I nformationists. 
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Here's the AM Varityper type library: more than 500 typefaces, 

AlORICANLUBALIN 
TYPEWRITERGRAPH 
CONDENFO UORUM BA 

ZAPF 
ZENABOCIK 
CiKORINNik€11.4 1?)4  

FvfiAMEIRE 

C.c) 	ri.,EGARAmc 
NOVARESE4 TITTA 

Albertus light 
Albertus 
Albertus Bold 
Alte Schwabacher 
Alternate Gothic #1 
Alternate Gothic #2 
Alternate Gothic #3 
ITC American Typewriter Light 
ITC American Typewriter light 

Condensed 
ITC American Typewriter 

Medium 
ITC American Typewriter 

Medium Condensed 
ITC American Typewriter Bold 
lit American Typewriter 

Bold Condensed 
Andover 
Andover Italic 
Andover Demi Bold 
Andover Demi Bold Italic 
Aurora Bold Condensed 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Extra Light 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Extra Light Oblique 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Book 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Book Oblique 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Book Condensed 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Medium 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Medium Oblique 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Medium Condensed 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Demi 

lit Avant Garde Gothic 
Demi Oblique 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Demi Condensed 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Bold 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Bold Oblique 

ITC Avant Garde Gothic 
Bold Condensed 

Bank Script 
Baskerville 
Baskerville Italic 
Baskerville Bold 
Baskerville Bold Italic 
ITC Bauhaus Light 
ITC Bauhaus Medium 
ITC Bauhaus Demi 
ITC Bauhaus Bold 
Bembo 
Bembo Italic 
Bembo Bold 
Bembo Bold Italic 
ITC Benguiat Book 
ITC Benguiat Book Italic 
ITC Benguiat Book 

Condensed 
ITC Benguiat Book 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Benguiat Medium 
ITC Benguiat Medium Italic 
ITC Benguiat Medium 

Condensed 
ITC Benguiat Medium 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Benguiat Bold 
ITC Benguiat Bold Italic 
ITC Benguiat Bold 

Condensed 
ITC Benguiat Bold 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Benguiat Gothic Book 
ITC Benguiat Gothic 

Book Italic 
ITC Benguiat Gothic Medium 
ITC Benguiat Gothic 

Medium Italic 
ITC Benguiat Gothic Bold 

ITC Benguiat Gothic 
Bold Italic 

ITC Benguiat Gothic Heavy 
ITC Benguiat Gothic 

Heavy Italic 
Bemer Italic 
Berner Demi Bold 
Bernhard Fashion 
Bernhard Modem Roman 
Bernhard Modem Italic 
Bemhard Modem Bold 
Bernhard Modem Bold Italic 
Bernhard Tango 
Bodoni Book 
Bodoni Book Italic 
Bodoni 
Bodoni Italic 
Bodoni Bold 
Bodoni Bold Italic 
Ultra Bodoni 
Ultra Bodoni Italic 
ITC Bookman Light 

it Bookman Light Italic 
It Bookman Medium 
TC Bookman Medium Italic 
TC Bookman Demi 
TC Bookman Demi Italic 
TC Bookman Bold 
TC Bookman Bold Italic 

Broadway 
Broadway Bold 
Broadway In-Line 
Brody 
Brush 
ITC Busorama Light 
ITC Busorama Medium 
ITC Busorama Bold 
Call igraphiques Noires 
Camelot 
Camelot Italic 
Camelot Bold 
Candida 
Candida Italic 
Candida Demi Boid 

Candida Bold 
Cartier 
Cartier Italic 
Caslon #471 
Caslon Italic #471 
Caslon #540 
Caslon Italic #540 
Caslon Antique 
Caslon Openface 
Century Expanded 
Century Expanded Cancelled 
Century Expanded Underlined 
Century Expanded Italic 
Century Expanded Bold 
Century Expanded 

Bold Cancelled 
Century Expanded Bold Italic 
Century Expanded Bold 

Italic Cancelled 
Century Nova 
Century Nova Italic 
Century Oldstyle 

Century Oldstyle Italic 
Century Oldstyle Bold 
Century Oldstyle Bold Italic 
Chelmsford 
Chelmsford Italic 
Chelmsford Medium 
Chelmsford Medium Italic 
Chelmsford Demi Bold 
Chelmsford Demi Bold Italic 
Cheltenham Medium 
Cheltenham Medium Italic 
Cheltenham Medium 

Condensed 
Cheltenham Bold 
Cheltenham Bold Italic 
Cheltenham Bold Condensed 
Cheltenham Bold Outline 
Clarendon 
Clarendon Italic 
Clarendon Bold 
Clearface 
Clearface Italic 

Cloe 
Colonial 
Colonial Italic 
Colonial Bold 
Colonial Extra Bold 
Commercial Script 
Cooper Black 
Cooper Black Italic 
Copperplate Gothic Light 
Copperplate Gothic light 

Condensed 
Copperplate Gothic Heavy 
Copperplate Gothic 

Heavy Condensed 
Coronet 
Coronet Bold 
Crown 
Crown Condensed 
Crown Bold 
Crown Bold Condensed 
Deepdene 
Deepdene Italic 

Comp/Set, AM and Varityper are registered trademarks and Comp/Edit and The lnformat ion ists are trademarks of AM International, Inc. 
0 1980 AM International, Inc. 
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Deepdene Bold 
DeVinne 
DeVinne Italic 
DeVinne Bold 
DeVinne Bold Italic 
Digital No. 1 
Digital No. 2 
Dorn Casual 
Dorn Diagonal 
Corn Bold 
Dorn Diagonal Bold 
Empira 
Empira Bold 
Engravers Roman 
Engravers Bold 
Engravers Text 
Eurostile 
Eurostile Extended 
Eurostile Bold 
Eurostile Bold Extended 
ITC Eras Light 
ITC Eras Book 

ITC Eras Medium 
ITC Eras Demi 
ITC Eras Bold 
ITC Eras Ultra 
Excelsior Gothic Light 
Excelsior Gothic Bold 
Flemish 
Folio Light 
Folio Light Italic 
Folio Light Condensed 
Folio Medium 
FolicrMedium Italic 
Folio Medium Condensed 
Folio Bold 
Folio Bold Italic 
Folio Bold Condensed 
Folio Extra Bold 
Folio Extra Bold Italic 
Folio Extra Bold Condensed 
Formal Script 
Francine 
Franklin Gothic 

Franklin Gothic Italic 
Franklin Gothic Condensed 
Franklin Gothic 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Franklin Gothic Book 
ITC Franklin Gothic 

Book Italic 
ITC Franklin Gothic Medium 
ITC Franklin Gothic 

Medium Italic 
ITC Franklin Gothic Demi 
ITC Franklin Gothic 

Demi Italic 
ITC Franklin Gothic Heavy 
ITC Franklin Gothic 

Heavy Italic 
Fredrika 
Friz Quadrata 
Friz Quadrata Bold 
Futura Light 
Futura Book 
Futura Book Italic 

Futura Medium 
Futura Demi Bold 
Futura Extra Bold 
Garamond 
Garamond italic 
Garamond Bold 
Garamond Bold Italic 
ITC Garamond Light 
ITC Garamond Light Italic 
ITC Garamond Light 

Condensed 
ITC Garamond Light 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Garamond Book 
ITC Garamond Book Italic 
ITC Garamond Book 

Condensed 
ITC Garamond Book 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Garamond Bold 
ITC Garamond Bold Italic 
ITC Garamond Bold 

Condensed 
ITC Garamond Bold 

Condensed Italic 
ITC Garamond Ultra 
ITC Garamond Ultra Italic 
ITC Garamond Ultra 

Condensed 
ITC Garamond Ultra 

Condensed Italic 
Gill Sans 
Gill Italic 
Gill Bold 
Gill Kayo 
Gothic Outline 
Goudy Catalogue 
Goudy Catalogue Italic 
Goudy Oldstyle 
Goudy Oldstyle Italic 
Goudy Bold 
Goudy Bold Italic 
Hanover 
Hanover Italic 

MINI I= 

Please send me 
a copy of your 
new type listing. 
showing all the 
typefaces currently 
available from 
AM Varityper. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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including most ITC faces. All available in foreign languages, too. 

Hanover Demi Bold 
Hanover Demi Bold Italic 
Haverhill 
Haverhill Italic 
Haverhill Demi Bold 
Helanna Script 
Hellenic Wide 
Heritage 
Highland 
Highland Italic 
Highland Bold 
Hobo 
Horace Light 
Horace 
Horace Bold 
Huxley Vertical 
Italia Book 
Italia Medium 
Italia Bold 
Janson 
Janson Italic 
ITC Kabel Book 
ITC Kabel Medium 
ITC Kabel Bold 
ITC Kabel Ultra 
Kartoon 
Kartoon Bold 
Kaylin Script 
Kompakt 
TC Korinna Regular 
TC Korinna Kursiv Regular 
TC Korinna Bold 
TC Korinna Kursiv Bold 
TC Korinna Extra Bold 
TC Korinna Kursiv 

Extra Bold 
TC Korinna Heavy 
TC Korinna Kursiv Heavy 

Law Italic 
Lectura Roman 
Lectura Italic 
Lectura Demi Bold 
Liberty 
Libra 
Libra Bold 
Lightline Gothic 
ITC Lubalin Graph Book 
ITC Lubalin Graph Medium 
ITC Lubalin Graph Demi 
ITC Lubalin Graph Bold 
Mediaeval Roman 
Mediaeval Italic 
Mediaeval Bold 
Mediaeval Bold Italic 
Megaron Extra Light 
Megaron Extra Light Italic 
Megaron Light 
Megaron Light Italic 
Megaron Light Condensed 
Megaron Light 

Condensed Italic 
Megaron Medium 
Megaron Medium Italic 
Megaron Medium Condensed 
Megaron Medium 

Condensed Italic 
Megaron Medium 

Extra Condensed 

JF 
1111KLIN 
IHRUS0 .±1 ‘11111  861  
K CI) CDrn 

0 

FRIZ 
ANZAPECHANCERY 
ER 

Weiss Extra Bold 
Windsor Light 
Windsor Light Condensed 
Windsor 
Windsor Elongated 
Wintergreen 
TC Zapf Book Light 
TC Zapf Book Light Italic 
TC Zapf Book Medium 
TC Zapf Book Medium Italic 
TC Zapf Chancery Light 
TC Zapf Chancery Light Italic 
TC Zapf Chancery Medium 
TC Zapf Chancery 

Medium Italic 
TC Zapf Chancery Demi 
TC Zapf Chancery Bold 

Apia Greek 
Apia Greek Bold 
Armenian 
Armenian Italic 
Bayaan 
Bayaan Bold 
Cyrillic Megaron Medium 
Cyrillic Megaron Medium Italic 
Cyrillic Megaron Bold 
Cyrillic Times Roman 
Cyrillic Times Italic 
Cyrillic limes Bold 
David 
David Bold 
Devanagari 
Devanagari Bold 
Frank Ruehl 
Frank Ruehl Bold 
Greek Souvenir 
Greek Souvenir Inclined 
Greek Souvenir Demi Bold 
Greek Souvenir Bold 
Greek Times Roman 
Greek Times Italic 
Greek Times Bold 
Greek Univers Medium 
Greek Univers Medium Italic 
Greek Univers Bold 
Greek Univers Bold Italic 
Gurmuhki 
Gurmuhki Bold 
Hadassah 
Hadassah Bold 
Hebrew 
Thai 

MIMI NMI 1=111 

Name 	  

Title 	  

Company 	  

Address 	  

City/State 	  Zip 	  

I 

Varityper 
the I nformationists. 

ITC Novarese Ultra 
Nuptial Script 
OCR-A 
OCR-B 
01i ivivee Light 0   

Olive Medium 
Olive Bold 
Park Avenue 
Parsons 
Parsons Bold 
Peignot Light 
Peignot 
Peignot Bold 
Perpetua 
Perpetua Italic 
Perpetua Bold 
Perpetua Bold Italic 
Plantin 
Plantin Italic 
Plantin Bold 
Plantin Bold Italic 
P.T. Barnum 
ITC Quorum Book 
ITC Quorum Medium 
ITC Quorum Bold 
ITC Quorum Black 
Repro Script 
Schoolbook 
Schoolbook Cancelled 
Schoolbook Italic 
Schoolbook Bold 
Schoolbook Bold Italic 
ITC Serif Gothic Light 
ITC Serif Gothic Regular 
ITC Serif Gothic Bold 
ITC Serif Gothic Extra Bold 
Souvenir Light 
Souvenir Light Italic 
Souvenir 
Souvenir Italic 
Souvenir Demi Bold 
Souvenir Demi Bold Italic 
Souvenir Bold 
Souvenir Bold Italic 
Souvenir Bold Outline 
Souvenir Bold Italic Outline 
Speedball 
Standard Typewriter 
Stencil 
Studio 
Studio Bold 

Stymie Light 
Stymie Light Italic 
Stymie Medium 
Stymie Medium Italic 
Stymie Bold 
Stymie Bold Italic 
Stymie Bold Condensed 
Techno Light 
Techno Light Italic 
Techno Medium 
Techno Medium Italic 
Techno Medium Condensed 
Techno Bold 
Techno Bold Italic 
Techno Bold Condensed 
Techno Extra Bold 
Techno Extra Bold Italic 
Techno Extra Bold Condensed 
Techno Black 
Techno Black Condensed 
ITC Tiffany Light 
ITC Tiffany Medium 
ITC Tiffany Demi 
ITC Tiffany Heavy 
Times Roman 
Times Italic 
Times Bold 
Times Bold Italic 
Univers Light 
Univers Light Italic 
Univers Light Condensed 
Univers Light 

Condensed Italic 
Univers Medium 
Univers Medium Italic 
Univers Medium Condensed 
Univers Medium 

Condensed Italic 
Univers Bold 
Univers Bold Italic 
Univers Bold Condensed 
Univers Bold Condensed Italic 
Univers Extra Bold 
Van Dijck 
Van Dijck Italic 
Walbaum 
Walbaum Italic 
Walbaum Demi Bold 
Wedding Text 
Weiss Roman 
Weiss Italic 
Weiss Bold 

Megaron Medium Extended 
Megaron Bold 
Megaron Bold Italic 
Megaron Bold Outline 
Megaron Bold Reverse 
Megaron Bold Condensed 
Megaron Bold 

Condensed Reverse 
Megaron Bold Extended 
Megaron Extra Bold 
Megaron Extra Bold Italic 
Megaron Extra Bold Reverse 
Megaron Extra Bold 

Condensed 
Megaron Extra Bold 

Condensed Reverse 
Megaron Extra Bold Extendec 
Murray Hill 
Murray Hill Bold 
News Gothic 
News Gothic Italic 
News Gothic Condensed 
News Gothic Condensed Italic 
News Gothic Extra Condensec 
News Gothic Bold 
News Gothic Bold Italic 
News Gothic Bold 

Condensed 
TC Newtext Book 
TC Newtext Book Italic 
TC Newtext Demi 
TC Newtext 

Demi Italic 
TC Novarese Book 
TC Novarese Book Italic 
TC Novarese Medium 
TC Novarese Medium Italic 
TC Novarese Bold 
TC Novarese Bold Italic MI NM IMMO 

AM Varityper 
11 Mount Pleasant Ave. 
East Hanover, NJ 07936 

I 

1 
I 
I 
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I 

ENE MINI 
	

NM NM 
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IF WE COULD HAVE BEEN  AS BIGAS 
THE AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

WHYARE WE ABOUT THE SAME 
SIZE AS THE BULLVALLEYGARDEN CLUB? 

The American Horticultural Society has nearly 10,000 members. 
Coincidentally, that's about how many potential members the AdvertisingTypographers 

Association has, if you consider every typesetter and typographer in the world. 
But like the Bull Valley Garden Clu D, we don't have all that many. Just 56, to be exact. 
And that's no coincidence, at all. 
We're small because every prospective ATA member is carefully screened for their ability 

to meet standards in typesetting technology, work quality, service and business ethics. 
10,000 prospects. But of those who have app ied, only 56 currently meet those standards. 
The ATA.We set standards for the people who set type. 

ATA MEMBERS: ATLANTA, GEORGIA ACTION GRAPHICS, INC. BLOOMFIELD, CONNECTICUT NEW ENGLAND TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE, INC. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS BERKELEY TYPOGRAPHERS, INC.; COMPOSING ROOM OF NEW ENGLAND; 

TYPOGRAPHIC HOUSE, INC. CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA TYPE 2, INC. CHICAGO, ILUNOIS J. M. BUNDSCHO, INC.; RYDERTYPES, INC.; TOTAL TYPOGRAPHY, INC. CINCINNATI, OHIO TYPO-SET INC. CLEVELAND, OHIO BOHME & BLINKMANN, INC. 

COLUMBUS, OHIO DWIGHT YAEGER TYPOGRAPHERS DALLAS, TEXAS JAGGARS-CHI LES-STOVALL, INC.; SOUTHWESTERN TYPOGRAPHICS, INC.; TYPOGRAPHY PLUS DAYTON, OHIO CRAFTSMAN TYPE INCORPORATED 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN THE THOS. P HENRY COMPANY; WI LLENS+ MICHIGAN CORP. GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN CENTRAL TRADE PLANT OF GRAND RAPIDS HOUSTON, TEXAS NAYLOR/THE TYPE HOUSE, INC. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA TYPOSERVICE CORPORATION 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI LETTERGRAPHICS/KANSAS CITY, INC. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ANDRESEN TYPOGRAPH ICS; TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE CO., INC. MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE GRAPHIC ARTS, INC. MIAMI, FLORIDA WRIGHTSON TYPESETTING, INC. 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN PETER A. ALTENHOFEN TYPOGRAPHERS, INC. MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA DAHL & CURRY, INC.; TYPE HOUSE +DURAGRAPH, INC. NEWARK, NEW JERSEY ARROW TYPOGRAPHERS NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA FILM-A-GRAPHICS, INC. 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK ADVERTISING AGENCIES/HEADLINERS; FRANKLIN TYPOGRAPHERS, INC.; ROYAL COMPOSING ROOM, INC.; TRI-ARTS PRESS, INC.; TYPOGRAPHICS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. ;  VOLK & HUXLEY, INC. ORANGE, CALIFORNIA DELI NE-0-TYPE, INC. 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA ARMSTRONG, INC.; TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE, INC. PHOENIX, ARIZONA MORNEAU TYPOGRAPHERS, INC. PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA DAVIS & WARDE, INC.; HEADLINERS OF PITTSBURGH, INC. 

PORTLAND, OREGON PAUL O. GIESEY/ADCRAFTERS, INC. ROCHESTER, NEW YORK ROCHESTER MONO/HEADLINERS SAN FRANCISCO, CAUFORNIA HEADLINERS/IDENTICOLOR, INC. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON THOMAS & KENNEDY TYPOGRAPHERS, INC. 

ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN TYPE HOUSE, INC. ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI MASTER TYPOGRAPHERS, INC. SYRACUSE, NEW YORK DIX TYPESETTING CO., INC. TAMPA, FLORIDA CENTURY TYPOGRAPHERS MONTREAL CANADA McLEAN BROTHERS, LTD. 

TORONTO, CANADA COOPER & BEATTY, LTD. WINNIPEG, CANADA B/W TYPE SERVICE, LTD. BRISBANE, QLD., AUSTRALIA SAVAGE & CO., PTY., LTD. STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN TYPOGRAFEN AB 

ADVERTISING TYPOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC., 461 EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001. WALTER A. DEW, JR., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY. 
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Two hundred and fifty. 
That's the number of typefaces we've added to our library in 1979 

Two hundred and fifty timely designs that bring the 
Compugraphic library of faces to over 1000. 

And we're still going strong...1980 will see the addition of still more 
great faces, classic revivals, contemporaries, premier designs 

and many, many more. 
Keep an eye on us. We're moving steady and strong to keep our type 

library one of the biggest and best in the industry. 
Turn the page and take a look at the seventy-two new typefaces that 

we've just released. They're available now through your local 
Compugraphic typographer 

compugraphic 
Compugraphic Corporation 
80 Industrial Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 
Telephone (617) 944-6555 



nod we're still ••• 

This group of faces represents 
our newest designs. They are 

all currently available from 
your local Compugraphic 

typographer. Write for 
a free type specimen 

booklet today. 
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Antique Olive Light 
Antique Olive Italic 
Antique Olive Medium It. 
Antique Olive Wide 
Antique Olive Condensed 
Antique Olive Bold Condensed 
antique Olive Nord 
Antique Olive Nord It. 
Camelot 
Camelot Italic 
Camelot Regular 
Camelot Regular Italic 
Camelot Bold 
Camelot Extrabold 
Camelot Black 
Camelot Condensed 
Camelot Regular Condensed 
Camelot Regular Condensed Italic 
Camelot Bold Condensed 

Camelot Extrabold Condensed 
Clarendon Book Condensed 
English Times Roman Condensed 
English Times Condensed Italic 
English Times Bold Condensed 
English Times Bold Condensed Italic 
Franklin Wide Italic 
Franklin Extra Condensed Italic 
Garth Graphic 
WITH SMALL CAPS 
Garth Graphic Italic 
Garth Graphic Bold 
Garth Graphic Bold Italic 
Garth Graphic Extrabold 
Garth Graphic Condensed 
Garth Graphic Bold Condensed 
Gill Sans Light Condensed 
Gill Sans Medium Condensed 
Gill Sans Bold Condensed 



going strong! 

omo '8.TOLta8 
Goudy Heavyface 
Goudy Heavyface Italic 
Goudy Heavyface Condensed 
Helios Rounded Light 
Helios Rounded Light Italic 
Helios Rounded 
Helios Rounded Italic 
Helios Rounded Bold 
Helios Rounded Bold Italic 
Helios Rounded Semibold 
Helios Rounded Semibold It. 
Hobo Medium 
Hobo Bold 
Hobo Extrabold 
N®bc) @utag 
Mallard II 
WITH SMALL CAPS 
Mallard Italic II 

Mallard Bold II 
Mallard Bold Italic II 
ITC Novarese Book 
WITH SMALL CAPS 
ITC Novarese Book Italic 
ITC Novarese Medium 
WITH SMALL CAPS 
ITC Novarese Medium Italic 
ITC Novarese Bold 
ITC Novarese Bold Italic 
ITC Novarese Ultra 
Stymie Light Condensed 
Stymie Medium Condensed 
ENGRAVERS ROMAN 

pl'iLlidWae/d/I 

,c74-#(.e/illf)ite 
o'U II 

6Yezizele .._9&#e.yz/ II 

("ma • # 	# 

ebbing Zext 

Qj cornpugraphic 
Compugraphic Corporation, 80 Industrial Way, Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887 Telephone (617) 944-6555 
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1ESTHETIK 
Programme 

fir autorna-tisches Ausgleichen 
von Texten 

H. BERTHOLD AG 

0.1,1.111,1R  PROONAMAI 
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AESTHETIK 

GARAMOND 

•:7•Elllt7iFEE 

AESTHETIK 

GARAMOND 

	

MITAESTMUM41..144 
	 CAINE Oa SI,F71.1.00.0.11. 

	

AESMETIK.OLFAMM 
	 04.E.STKV,M7GRAPAM 

la ====== 

SYNOPSIS SYNOPSIS 

Univers 68 
.. Univers 53  

Univers 63 
., Univers 73 

Univers 83 

	Benguiat 	 

	

Benguiat .. 	 

VAG thascischrift  
Walbaum Buch  
WALBAUM SUCH  -.   
Walbaum Buch  
Walbaum Birch  
Walbaum Buch  
Walbaum Buds  
Walbaum Buck  
Walbaum Standard  
WALBAUM STANDARD .... 
Walbatun Standard  
ir9oBlaus•8stelia 
Weig-Antiqua  
'WeikAntiqua  

.. We  

.. Wag-Antique 

WrillArairrat 

—  Benguiat,  
— Benguiat..  

Benguiat.  
Benguiat..  
Benguiat ,.  

Berliner Grotesk 
a, 	Bernhard Gothic 

Beruhlrd Modem  
Bernhard Mag..  

Bernhard Modern 
,e Bernhard Modern 
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Bodoni-Antiqua  
Bodoni 
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berthold 
fototype 

BERTHOLD 
OF NORTH AMERICA 
USA 
P.O. Box 624 
610 Winters Avenue 
Paramus, NJ 07652 
Tel: (201) 262-8700 
Telex: 710-990-6618 

BERTHOLD 
OF NORTH AMERICA 
ILLINOIS 
Office 
4415 West Harrison Street 
Hillside, IL 60162 
Tel: (312) 449-5827 

BERTHOLD 
OF NORTH AMERICA, 

 CALIFORNIA 
Office 
5860 Uplander Way 
Culver City, CA 90230 
Tel: (213) 645-7112 

BERTHOLD 
OF NORTH AMERICA 
CANADA 
Office 
157 Bentworth Avenue 
Toronto, Ont. M6A 1P6 
Tel: (416) 789-5219 

BERTHOLD is leading in 

Berthold, 
the program 

for experts, 
who demand 

quality 

BERTHOLD FOTOTYPES 
BertholdBertholdBertholdBedhoMBedhordBerthoW BertholdBerthold Berthold 
BertholdBertholdBertholdBed holdBertholdBert hold BertholdBertholdBerthold 
BertholdBertholdBertholdBertholdBertholdBertholdBertholdBertholdBedhold 
Berthold Berthold Berthold Bert hold Berthold Berthold Berthold Berthold Berthold 
BertholdBertholdBerthoklBerthoW BerthomBertholdBertholdBertholdBerthold 
Berthold 	 • BertholdBerthold 	 BertholdBerthold 	 Berthold 
Berthold 	 BertholdBerthold 	 BertholdBerthold 	 Berthold 
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BertholdBertholdBertholdBerthold Berthold Bemhold Berthold BertholdBerthold 
BertholdBertholdBertholdBerthold Berthold BedholdBertholdBertholdBerthoM 
BerthoMBertholdBertholdBerthoW Berthold BedholdBerthoWBorth.haterthold 
BertholdBerthold BertholdBertholdBertholdBerthoWBedhold Berthold Berthold 
Berthod BertholdBertholdNedholdBertholdBertholdBerthold Berthold Berthold 
BertholdBettholdBertholdBertholaterthoWlertholdBedholdBertholdBerthold 
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SYNOPSIS 

.SCHRIFTEN-CRERSICHT 
1980 

H. BERTHOLD AG 

T 

Index of all typefaces which can be kerned automatically with 
the "aesthetik program: 

This summary illustrates the effect of the "aesthetik program" 
with a comparison shown between kerned and regular text. 
When using this program the quality of the setting is clearly 
improved without losing speed through manual adjustment. 

Up-to-date text summary with over 600 text fonts for Berthold 
area composition systems. 

This collection includes everything important in the history of 
typographic art; the unchanged still valid creations of the past as 
much as the complete International Typeface Corporation program. 
The rich library of handed down hot metal faces as much as the 
colorful palette of the Berthold-exclusive faces. 
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First supplement (addendum) includes over forty type texts 
with full page and double page illustrations. 

The first supplement includes typical faces for your new concepts: 
Berliner Grotesk, an old advertising face with high appeal, first time 
for phototypesetting; the ITC Clearface Series; Plantin, a classical, 
clear workface; Zapf Chancery, an accentuated calligraphically 
oriented typeface family; the Block, the Poppl Exquisit, etc., etc... 

Never before has Berthold 
offered such current and detailed 
information as shown 
in "Berthold Fototypes E 2" 
This volume shows the occidental text faces; each face in up to 20 
different sizes. The collection of visual, bibliographic, and technical 
type information makes the "E 2" a fundamental source of type 
standards. Anyone working with type, who sees its function not only 
from a utilitarian viewpoint, requires this book; to truly evaluate type, 
with its artistic quality, its sound and color, "E 2" is a requisite. The 
manual provokes by comparing stylistically similar faces. A brochure 
with sample pages is available by completing the coupon below. CoupoN  PMaoil . toB:oxBe6rt2h4old 6of10NortihntA

erms Avenue 
Paramus, NJ 07652 

❑ Please send me a copy of your sample brochure free of charge 
❑ I wish to place an order for 	  volumes of the "E 2" at $40 each 

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  



Nobody really likes getting phone calls in 
the middle of the night. 

Not even a RyderTypes salesman like 
Tom Gray. 

But Tom Gray would rather get a 3 A.M. 
call from the night foreman at Ryder to solve 
a problem, than get a 9 A.M. call, from a troubled 
client with lots of problems. 

Because at 3 A.M. there's still time to 
clarify a client's request. At 3 A.M. there's still  

time to make major corrections. And at 3 A.M. 
there's still time to even completely reset a job if 
it doesn't come up to Ryder standards. 

So that at 9 A.M., there are proofs on a 
client's desk that don't require phone calls to 
Tom Gray. 

Maybe it's that kind of concern that's 
made Ryder one of the largest advertising typog-
raphers in the country. 

And maybe it's part of the reason why  

more and more clients select Ryder for their most 
demanding jobs, even if they don't select Ryder 
for all their jobs. 

You see, like other people, Ryder salesmen 
don't really like getting phone calls in the middle 
of the night. But maybe Ryder salesmen, like 
Tom Gray, Al Garzotto, Peter Jones, Bob Benson 
and Dominic Pocius care more about what their 
work looks like, than what they 	- — 
look like when they work. 

RyderTypes, Inc., 500 North Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois 60610.Telephone (312) 467-7117. 
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A TYPEBOOK 
TO SERVE LINC11 

TOME MIND. 
'V TO STRUM THE 

HEillTSTRINGS. 

The Coupon Mails to Phil's Photo, 2321 Wisconsin 
Ave. NW ,Washington, D.C. 20007 
(202) 293-2214 

City 

State 

Zip 

Amount 
enclosed 

of books @ $48. 
3. Shipping 

C, add 5% sales tax) 
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If you really believe it, you ought to 
speak up about it, right? O.K., here goes. 
This is the greatest photoletteringbookever 
produced. Ah, that felt good. 

It works brilliantly on two levels. It is the 
ultimate headline selecting too/ and it is 
beautiful. 

3 years we worked.The kind of design 
effort the Germans put into their cars, but 
with more heart. 

Starting with the tool aspect, consider 
the cross indexing. There's a 28 page alpha-
betical one liner and a 36 page categorical 
one liner. Both set larger than any we've 
seen. Also an 18 page index. 

With 1160 full alphabets (and there is 

very little of the schlock that clutters up 
many type books) there simply is nothing 
in photo display land this complete. 

Or this beautiful. 
If you've lost some of the old thrill you 

felt back in school when you opened a big 
type book, we bet this one will revive it. 

The indexes are magnificently intricate. 
The full alphabets are big enough to see. 
And settingthem in clumps does wonderful 
things. Some you would never think of 
using will vibrate with life. 

The printing is repro quality on coated 
stock. Quality control is, to say the least, 
meticulous. You could easily shoot from 
the book for last minute corrections. 

Othergoodies I i ke a running photo essay 
on good old U.S.A. environmental graphics, 
mostly by John Burwell, add spice. 

You ask, who is this upstart Phil's Photo 
and how can they lay claim to producing 
the world's greatest headline book? We're a 
group of lovers of type who also make 
money setting it. We planned this book as a 
very comprehensive thanks for our cus-
tomers—mostly in the D.C./Baltimore area. 
When we saw it coming together, we knew 
we really had something, so we upped the 
printing and we're offering them for forty-
eight dollars which is actually our cost. 

After all, it couldn't hurt to get our name 
around a bit. 
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Alphatype  
for quality, 0 Sheet fed, designed for maximum 

reliabilit versatility and econornical 

	

Y, 	 makes it 

0 Automatic galleulti 
y 	

over 
oi paper s

or film. 

possible t the capacity  

o et mple columns 

	

providing 

	
as 

	with 

0 Capable of utilizing high resolution roll feed. 

litho speed photo materials. 

0 Highest engineering and mariu- 
factoring standards. Plug in components 

and diagnostic programs to increase 
reliability and productivity while decreas- 

in service down-time 'and expense. 

input 

to the CRS is via a floppy 

disk created on our new FOI-S 111 
Floppy Oisk "Cy pesetting System) or 

yOtif Alphatype Keyboard/ 

   ditor. Plus 

the tAultiset 111, a full- 
	

the  CRS 
the mini- 

computer system, drives 
	

on 

line. Either 
way,

surpasse 

 these inte\ligent input 

systems offer und typo all the 

graphic  

capabilitief s tos built 

take advantage of 

special eature 
	

into the 06. 

Find out more about Alphatype 

CRS quality and product:MOttach 

and how 

they'll, help your company. today. 

A 	
the 

coupon to your letterhead  

every 	
1 line 

1ntr °clueig the Alphatype CRS.1-he 

CR1 t 	
ctivit y 

ypesetter that gIves you higher 

real

uality, better rod 
	

and 

ore versatility than 

its  ever 	
n bee 

nable to expect from one machine, 

PAphatype CRS is already 

establiOng a new 
	stem for 
standard for the anyvqbere.  

industry, due to its unique sy 

high vav‘tNi char
acter resohlt.on— 

5;30 lines every inch. Resulting in 
image sharpness that Was never possible 

SPECIAL CRS FEATURES 
before!  

0 Type sizes range in \h an A point 
increments from 5 to 48 points. 

0 Up to '150 sizes and styles d styles. 

on line. 

0 Unlimited mixing of sizes an 

0 Precisett 

 character fit and alignment. 

0 from 	

job parameters controlled 

from input. feed 

0 Unlimited reverse and forward 0 94 pica measure. 

0 point increments). 

goes to the 
5300 tittles 

use 
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new type design book. 
To receive complete 

information on 
the incredible 
Typositor 4000, 

as well as a com-
plimentary copy of our 

unusual typog- FREE BOOK 
raphy book 
(while supply 
lasts), call or 
send in the 
coupon now. 

We've just come 
out with a new head-
line phototypesetter—
the Typositor® 4000—
and want to show 
you all the marvelous 
things you could do if you had 
one on your premises. 

So we had an award-
winning creative team put 
together a 20 page, 4-color 
book that's packed with excit-
ing typographic ideas, a few 

Call Us 
Toll-Free 800-327-1813 
IN FLORIDA (305) 722-3000. IN CANADA (416) 533-2305. 

\59  VISUAL GRAPHICS CORPORATION
GC Park, 5701 N.W.N.. 94th Ave., 

Tamarac, FL 33321 

automatic focusing and 
solid state circuitry. Plus 
the unique new VGC 

Microfontr which 
enables you to set 
type up to 3 times 

faster than with 2" font 
machines. 

With aTyposi-
tor 4000 at your 
command you'll 
have all the quality display 
type you need, in sizes from 
24 to 96 point, for just pennies 
per word. Use the headlines 
straight out of the machine, 
or add a few handlettered 
touches of your 
own by follow-
ing the 
examples 
shown in our 

❑ Please send more information on 
the Typositor 4000, plus the free type 
design book. 
❑ Please arrange a demonstration. of which are illustrated on 

this page. 
There's also a section that 

gives you a brief rundown on 
all the remarkable features of 
the Typositor 4000:' Features 
such as simple operation in 
normal room light, automated 
controls, full visual spacing, 

Name 	  

Title 	  

Company 	  

Address 

City 	  

State 	Zip 	  

Phone 
• PATENT APPLIED FOR U &IC 3/80 _1 
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Make your 
words come 

Instantly place graphic 
images anywhere in a block of type. 
Simultaneously, as you typeset the 
copy. Liven up your words with 
signs of the Zodiac. Logos. Trade- 
marks. Arrows.. Pointers. In any size, 
without intermediate processes. 

This is possible with 
Autologic typesetters because we 
have one of the largest libraries of 
special "pi" characters in the 
industry, all digitized in fine detail. 
Resolution of up to 3615 lines per 
inch gives Autologic the sharpest 
characters in its class. 

The eminent typographic 
designers on staff at Autologic 

maintain tight controls 
to ensure that the fonts 
we digitize meet today's 
graphic standards. 

Studies are made to maintain con- 
sistent relationships between "pi" 
characters and fonts. We are con- 
tinuously adding new fonts to our  

library of 700 typefaces, largest 
digitized library in the industry. 

Autologic gives you the 
speed and reliability of digital CRT 
typesetting, with the highest 
standards of output quality. 
Autologic, Incorporated. 1050 Rancho 
Conejo Blvd., Newbury Park, CA 
91320, (213) 889-7400. A subsidiary 
of Volt Information Sciences, Inc. 

• 

Leader in Digitized Typesetting 
C 
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TOURISM 

AD GIMMICKS 

ru-Ailallztres 	tfie 14:181:t 	rithekdikr,enes   

Rising costs got you down? Get quick 
relief from inflation—as many others do—
with the thrifty "Clip Books of Line Art"! Our 
ready-to-use art has been saving time and 
money for the giants of industry as well as 
one-man shops for 27 years. 

TO PROVE A POINT 

Now, to introduce you to top-art-at-rock-
bottom-prices, we offer a deal you cannot 
possibly refuse! Simply select any five of 
the 48 "Clip Books" shown here for only a 
nickel, along with a limited five month trial 
subscription at an average of $3 a week. 

All in all, you'll get more than 500 original 
drawings for considerably less than you'd 
spend for a single custom illustration. You 
simply join with other subscribers in a 
money-saving co-op! 

USED IN MANY WAYS 

Pick five bread-and-butter books —the 
categories you use most often. Yours to clip 
and paste without extra reproduction fees. 
You'll use the art effectively in company 
publications, newspapers, trade papers, 
booklets, bulletins, circulars, direct mail, 
dealer aids, TV, etc. 

You'll clip and paste an art proof just like 
an original illustration (which it is) for each 
is pure black-and-white line. Ready for a 
simple camera shot—no hard-to-handle 

halftones. Reduce, enlarge, use same size. 
Print handsomely by offset, letterpress, silk 
screen, electrostatic. 

CONTEMPORARY ART STYLES 
The "Clip Books"are strong on handsome 

realistic illustrations—best in the field! 
And, the art reflects today's fashions, hair, 
etc. since it's drawn for each month's new 
books. Plus useful decorative humorous 
spots. All the current art styles—pen & ink, 
dry brush, litho crayon, etc. 

This introductory offer is so unusual 
that it is for new subscriptions only 
and is available only once every two 
years to any one purchaser. None of 
the 48 "Clip Books" shown here is 
offered separately. 

But please don't let the low price mislead 
you! The art is used in many ways by many 
of America's top firms—some for over 26 
years. They'd willingly spend more, but there 
is no better ready-to-use art at any price. 

AMERICA'S TOP ART SERVICE 
Our 27 years of leadership in the field 

assure you of top creativity, taste and quality. 
Many art studios, ad agencies, creative 
printers, etc. use the art profitably on a cus-
tom basis for individual clients. (The art, 
however, may not be resyndicated.) 

71 

TAKE ANY 5 FOR 50  
...and beat inflation with a brief trial subscription to the hard-working "Clip Books" 

The art is faithfully reproduced on 
"Kromekote"repro stock with the 5 x 8-inch 
pages printed one side only. Two 12-page 
books and two eight-page books monthly 
for five months. Plus a matching index folder 
on each, with all art reproduced in half size. 
For fast look-up or as a quick source of 
smaller art proofs. 

UNBELIEVABLY LOW IN COST 

The cost? Only $67.50 for five months—
ten 12—page books, ten eight-page books, 
20 index folders. Plus your choice of any 
five bonus books for an additional five cents. 
Save even more! Enclose a check with order 
and deduct 5 percent—only $64.17, post-
paid! Simply write the number of your five-
books-for-five-cents in the coupon at lower 
right...and start saving time and money! 

OR ALL 48 FOR 
139.95 

No subscription, no bonus, no waiting! All 48 
"Clip Books" shown plus 48 miniature index 
folders immediately via UPS. 600 hard-work-
ing pages (5x8") on glossy "Kromekote"(one 
side). Nearly 1,000 new, different illustra-
tions. Over $60,000 in art! 
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YES! WE'LL TAKE THESE 5 FOR 5 0  

(We've listed our five bonus books by number above) 

VOLK CLIP ART, BOX 72 L 
PLEASANTVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08232 
Please rush the above five bonus books for only five cents. We will 
be free to clip and use the art without extra cost in connection with 
our limited five-month trial subscription to the newest "Clip Books 
of Line Art" at only $67.50. Send us each of the five forthcoming 
monthly issues with four books and four indexes in each. Invoice us 
for $67.55 which includes all shipping. 

❑ We wish to save five percent—our check for $64.17 in full pay-
ment is enclosed. (Outside USA: payment in U.S. funds, with order. 
In N.J. include 5% sales tax. None of the 48 books shown is offered 
separately) 

❑ Skip the above but rush the complete set of all 48 books 
shown along with their matching indexes. Charge to our estab-
lished account (purchase order enclosed) and invoice us for 
$139.95 plus UPS charges. (We absorb shipping charges if 
you enclose check for $139.95 with order) 

Firm Name 	 Please Print Clearly 

Authorized by 

Street Address Please for UPS 

City. State, Zip Code 



Neenah Paper 
A Division of Kimberly-Clark 
Neenah. Wisconsin 54956 

1980 K.C.C. 

Neenah Paper 
Usually, you can't go wrong 
asking for any of Neenah's fine papers. 

\i( 
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But I asked for BOND... 
that's right, Neenah's 

Old Council Tree° 
BOND. 

Spind s 
Slide 

Smashing  s ■ng 
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lir37001111111or 
your 

(typographic) 
information 

A mini-glossary of computer/typographic terms. 
Compiled by Paul Doebler and Edward M. Gottschall 

Font 

The letters, numerals, punctuation marks and special char-
acters that constitute a character set of a given size, style 
and face of the "alphabet:' For example: 10 pt ITC Bookman 
Light Italic. The term is also used to refer to the image 
carrier (disc, strip, grid, drum, etc.) on which the characters 
appear. 

Format Storage 
The abilityto store, in a computer, predefined repetitive data 
pertaining to a particular job. The formats may be called 
out of storage by a computer program upon the recognition 
of a unique pattern, or by an operator typing a special 
command. 

Fortran 
FORmula TRANslation: a high-level programming language 
designed primarily for mathematical applications. 

Function Code 

This computer code controls machine operations other 
than the output of typographic characters. 

"Golf' Ba ll 

A metal ball about 1" in diameter with typewriter characters 
on its surface. The balls are interchangeable so that differ-
ent type styles can be used on one machine. 

Grid 
1. Different kinds of photographic typesetting machines use 

different devices or image carriers to hold a font or fonts. 
Some use filmstrips, some use drums, and others use grids. 
The grid is simply a piece of film (or glass) containing images 
of the characters in a predetermined configuration. It has a 
frame or clip to facilitate inserting or removing from the 
machine. Grids of different manufacturers vary in design 
of the frame, font size and configuration. 

2. As used by graphic designers, the term refers to a pattern 
of horizontal and vertical lines and coordinates. The 
designer uses them as a framework for the design and its 
translation into printed form. Designers who employ grids 
often custom create them to accommodate the formats and 
graphic elements of a specific job and then size and position 
the elements within the constraints of the grids. 

Hairline 
1. Used to describe any very fine or delicate line in type, 

brass rule or engraving. 

2. A designation commonly used in referring to the thin 
strokes of a letter. 

Hard Copy 
The typewritten copy of material keyboarded into a com- 
puter. Also a printed or typed record of a computer's output. 

Hardware 
The actual equipment which makes up a computer system: 
CPU, I/O devices, etc. As opposed to the programming or 
instruction sets for the system (software). 



111r31<10or your (typographic) itiformalion 

A mini-glossary of computer/typographic terms. 
Compiled by Paul Doebler and Edward M. Gottschall. 

Initial 

A
large letter used to begin a chapter or section. A 
two-line or three-line drop initial juts down to and 
aligns with the second or third line of the para-
graph. A stick-up initial aligns at the base line of 

the first line of text but sticks up into the white space above. 
Swash initials are available in some faces. They are a florid 
version of the capital letters. 

Ink Map 

In type design, an enlargement of the point or inner wedge 
or crotch produced by the junction of diagonal converging 
strokes, as in the letters W and M. In small sizes of metal 
type this enlargement helped avoid the danger of ink 
becoming trapped in the crotch of such letters. 

Inline Characters 

Highlights cut into the heavier strokes of a letter, generally 
reducing the overall weight of the character by half. Open 
characters made from solid ones, the lines falling inside 
the actual letter area. In seeking the result and effect, one 
must decide if the shape of the letters permits inlines 
or outlines. 

Input 

1. The raw data, text or commands inserted into a computer. 

2. The process of transferring data from an input device or 
external storage into a computer. 

Input/Output (I/O) 
A general term for the techniques, devices and media used 
to get data into and/or out of computer equipment. Depend-
ing upon the context, the term may mean either "input and 
output" or "input or output:' 

Interface 

A common boundary between systems or parts of systems; 
in computer technology it usually refers to some form of 
electronic device which enables one piece of gear to com-
municate with or control another.Also used as a verb. 

Justification 

The lateral spacing of words within a line so that even 
margins are created on both sides of the typeset column. 
The setting of type so that the characters in each line fully 
occupy the same width. 

K 
Notation for 1,000 (1K = 1,000). 

Kerning 

Refinement of character fit by reduction of space between 
letters to facilitate nesting, as WA AV, Te To. Kerning pro-
grams may be stored in computer memory to operate auto-
matically when desired. On many computerized typesetting 
machines kerning may be controlled manually by the key-
board operator. 

The first thing 
you don't think about 

when you do 
business in China. 
You've got your clients. Your production 
schedule worked out. Sales force primed. 
Now, how do you communicate? Who's 
going to set Chinese type for your adver-
tising? Your graphics? Think King Typo-
graphic Service, of course. We'll set your 
type in modern Chinese. King specializes 
in foreign languages. Clear, crisp type for 
advertising, architectural graphics, audio-
visual, brochures and more. We can 
actually set more than a thousand 
languages and dialects. King has a full 
range of sizes and faces, traditional and 
modern. Call (212) 754-9595. If you want 
to talk to China, talk to us first. 

King Typographic Service 
Talk to us. 

305 East 46th Street, New York,10017 (212) 754-9595 
The foreign language division of TGC. 

d On a 

Donald Knuth's TEX and METAFONT systems 
are going to 

CHANGE THE WORLD OF 
TYPESETTING. 

TEX and METAFONT 
New Directions in Typesetting 
by Donald E. Knuth describes 
the results of two years' research 
in typesetting. Originally designed 
for use in setting technical—
primarily mathematical—text, TEX 
represents a unique and powerful 
achievement whose concepts 
are applicable to all computerized 
typesetting. METAFONT is a 
system for design of alphabets 
suited to implementation on raster-
based devices. It permits the 
designer to give a completely 
precise definition to an infinite 
variety of typefaces. 

*Prices apply U.S. only. Contact the nearest office 
of Digital Equipment Corporation, 
Education Services, for price outside U.S. 

■ the scientific and technical com-
munity. TEX is the best solution 
yet to the problems of complicated 
mathematical and technical text. 
■ the typesetting/publishing 
industry. TEX holds out the pros-
pect of further reducing cost and 
time problems while producing 
beautiful text. 
■suppliers of typesetting equip-
ment. TEX represents a broadened 
capability that is available for 
incorporation into any proprietary 
system. 

Foreword by Gordon Bell. 360 
pages, illustrated, indexes, paper- 
back (ISBN 0-932376-02-9) $12.00, 
Ten percent discount for two or 
more copies. Shipping and han-
dling charges will be added to 
orders not prepaid. Please remit to 
Dept. TMB, Digital Press, Educa-
tional Services, Digital Equipment 
Corporation, 12-A Esquire Rd., N. 
Billerica, MA 01862. 

We thought you'd want to know about it. 
TEX and METAFONT 
embody significant improvements 
in typesetting that will benefit: 
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At M.J.Baumwell 
we can modify 
any display  line 
or logo tios2 and 

furnish any of the 
variations below. 

• 

HoJofoEaERM 

any display line 
pocc 

PREMIUMFINANCING - 	 - 

i mb 
.J MUMWELL TYPOGRAPHYINc 

46181H AVENUE 
NEW YCRK NY 1COD1 

(212) 868-0515 

%me 

For further information, write or call: 

INTERNATIONAL TYPEFACE CORPORATION 
2 HAMNIARSKJOLD PLAZA NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017 

(212) 371-0699 TELEX: 125788 Cla 
ENSED 
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Only the following .Subscriber Companies are 
licensed to manufacture and sell ITC typefaces: 

AM International, Inc. 
Varityper Division 
11 Mt. Pleasant Avenue 
East Hanover, N.J. 07936 
(201) 887-8000 
Phototypesetters and Photo-
lettering Systems 

Alpbatype Corporation 
7711 N. Merrimac Avenue 
Niles, Illinois 60648 
(312) 965-8800 
AlphaSette and AlphaComp 
Phototypesetting Systems 

Artype, Inc. 
3530 Work Drive 
P.O. Box 7151 
Fort Myers, Fla. 33901 
(813) 332-1174 
800-237-4474 
Dry Transfer Letters 
Cut Out Letters 

Autologic, Inc. 
1050 Rancho Conejo Blvd. 
Newbury Park, Calif. 91320 
(213) 889-7400 
APS-4/APS-5 CRT Phototype-
setter Composition and 
Typesetting Systems 

H. Berthold AG 
1000 Berlin 61 
Mehringdamm 43 
Germany 
(030) 69031 
Diatronic, ADS 3000, Diatext. 
Diatype, Staromatic, 
Staromat. Starograph 

Berthold of North America 
610 Winters Avenue 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 
(201) 262-5700 
Diatronic, ADS, Diatype, 
Staromat, Diasetter, 
Repromatic 

Bobst S.A. 
Bobst Graphic Division 
CH-1001 Lausanne 
Switzerland 
021/89.29.71 
Phototypesetting Systems 

Dr. Bbger Photosatz GmbH 
2 Wedel in Holstein 
Rissener Strasse 94 
Germany 
(04103) 6021-25 
Manufacturers of Copytronic 
Phototext Composing Machines. 
Film Fonts, and Copytype 
Photolettering Systems 
and Fonts 

Cello-Tak mfg., Inc. 
35 Alabama Avenue 
Island Park, L.I., NY. 11558 
(516) 431-7733 
DryTransfer Letters 

Chartpak 
One River Road 
Leeds, Mass. 01053 
(413) 584-5446 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Compngraphic Corporation 
80 Industrial Way 
Wilmington, Mass. 01887 
(617) 944-6555 
EditWriters.CompuWriters, 
Text Editing Systems, 
Accessories and Supplies 

Degra Albert Deist 
Postf.114 D-3508 Melsungen 
West Germany 
Displaylypesetters. FilmFonts 

Esselte Dymo N.V. 
P.O. Box 85 
Industrie Park-Noord 30 
B-2700 Sint-Nildaas 
Belgium 
031/76.69.80 (101.) 
Visual Systems Division 

Film Fonts International, Inc. 
330 Phillips Ave. 
South Hackensack, N.J. 07606 
201-440-9366 
Manufacturers of fonts for: 
Alphatype/Alphasette 
2 " Display 
Harris Fototronic 1200,TXT, 
4000 

Fihnotype 
7711 N. Merrimac Avenue 
Niles, Illinois 60648 
(312) 965-8800 
Film Fonts  

FONTS — Hardy/Williams 
(Design) Ltd. 
73 Newman St. 
London WI England 
01-636-0474 
Font Manufacturer 

Fonts Unlimited 
34 Plaza Square 
Orange. Calif. 92666 
Font Manufacturer 

FotoStar International 
15450 E. Valley Blvd. 
City of Industry. Calif. 91746 
(213) 333-2600 or 330-5330 
FotoStar II Display Setting 
Machines. 2" Film Fonts 

Fondicion Tipografica 
Neufville, S.A. 
Puigmarti. 22 
Barcelona-12 
Spain 
Poster Types 

Geographies, Inc. 
1100 Seymour Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V6B 3N3 
(604) 685-8236 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Graphic Products Corporation 
3601 Edison Place 
Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008 
(312) 392-1476  
Formatt cut-out acetate letters 
and graphic art aids 

Graphic Systems World 
Trade SA. 
Tour Gallieni 1 
80 Avenue Gallieni 
93170 Bagnolet 
France 
360.1212 
Graphiset 

Harris Corporation 
Harris Composition Systems 
Division 
P.O. Box 2080 
Melbourne, Florida 32901 
(305) 259-2900 
Fototronic 4000.TXT, 1200, 600 
CRT7400,7450 

Dr.-Ing Rudolf Hell GmbH 
Grenzstrasse 1-5 
D2300 Kiel 14 
Germany 
(0431) 2001-1 
Digiset Phototypesetting 
Equipments and Systems, 
Digiset-Fonts 

Information International 
5933 Slauson Avenue 
Culver City Calif. 90230 
(213) 390-8611 
Phototypesetting Systems 

International Graphic 
Marketing 
Rue des Bosquets 12 
Ch-1800 Vevey 
P.O. Box 33 
Switzerland 
Font Manufacturer 

Itek Composition 
Systems Division 
355 Middlesex Avenue 
Wilmington, Mass. 01887 
(617) 933-7000 
Phototypesetting Systems and 
Equipment, Film Strips, 
Standard and Segmented Discs. 
and Digitized Fonts 

Letraset International Ltd. 
7 Apple Tree Yard 
London SW1 Y 6LD 
England 
(01) 930-8161 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Letraset USA Inc. 
40 Eisenhower Drive 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 
(201) 845-6100 
DryTransfer Letters 

Linographics 
770 N. Main Street 
Orange, California 92668 
(714) 639-0511 
Display Typesetters. 
2" Film Fonts 

Meeanorma 
78610 LePerray-en-Yvelines 
Paris, France 
(484 83 40) 
Dryl'ransfer Letters  

Mergenthaler Linotype 
Company 
201 Old Country Road 
Melville, N.Y. 11746 
(516) 673-4197 
Linofilm, Linotron, Linocomp, 
V-I-P 

MGD Graphic Systems 
Rockwell International 
2735 Curtiss Street 
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 
(312) 963-4600 
Information Products Division 

3M Company 
3M Center 
St. Paul, Minn. 55701 
(612) 733-1100 
Promat Letter Compositor 

The Monotype Corporation Ltd. 
Salfords, Redhill. Surrey. 
England 
Redhill 6 5959 
Visual Communications 
Equipment 

Ofilcine Meats 
Via Privata Venafro, 6 
20154 Milano 
Italy 
(02)38.42.08/39.43.65 
Typesetting Machines 

°Moine Shnoncini s.p.a. 
Casella Postale 776 
40100 Bologna 
Italy 
(051) 744246 
Hot Metal Composing Matrices 
and Phototypesetting Systems 

Optronics International, Inc. 
7 Stuart Road 
Chelmsford, Mass. 01824 
(617) 256-4511 
Phototypesetting Systems 

PhotoVision Of California, Inc. 
P.O. Box 552 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
(213) 870-4828  -
Toll Free: 800-421-4106 
Spectra Setter 1200, Visual 
Display Settee and 2" Film 
Fonts 

Pressure Graphics, Inc. 
1725 Armitage Court 
Addison, Illinois 60101 
(312) 620-6900 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Protype, Inc. 
67 Main Street 
Warwick, N.Y. 10990 
(914) 986-1166 
Visual Display Phototypesetting 
Systems and Film Fonts 

Ryobi Limited 
762 Mesaki-Cho 
Fuchu-Shi 
Hiroshima-Ken 726 
Japan 
Thxt/Display Phototypesetters 

D. Stempel AG 
Hedderichstrasse 106-114 
Frankfurt am Main-Sud 
Germany 
(0611) 6068-1 
Type Division 

Tactype, Inc. 
12 West 26th Street 
NewYork, N.Y. 10001 
(212) 924-1800 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Tecimographics/Film Fonts 
P.O. Box 552 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
(213) 870-4828 
Toll Free 800-421-4106 
Film Fonts, Studio Film Kits, 
and Alphabet Designers 

Vial-Graphic s 
8119 Central Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20027 
(301) 366-1144 
Dry Transfer Letters 

. Visual Graphics Corporation 
5701 N.W. 94th Avenue 
Tamarac, Florida 33321 
(305) 722-3000 
Manufacturer of Photo Typositor 
and Original Typositor 
Film Fonts 

Zipatone, Inc. 
150 Fend Lane 
Hillside, Illinois 60162 
(312) 449-5500 
Dry Transfer Letters 



IF YOU ARE NOT NOW RECEIVING 
U&lc AND WOULD LIKE TO BE 

PLACED ON OUR MAILING LIST, 
PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

INFORMATION ON THIS FORM 
AND MAIL TO: U&lc SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., 

2 HAMMARSKJOLD PLAZA, 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 

There is no charge for subscriptions within the United States. 

I want to receive U&lc 	yes 	no 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 	 CITY 
	

STATE 	 ZIP 

SIGNATURE 

Newspaper, Magazine 
Book Publisher 
Packaging 
Internal Printing (not for resale) 

(h) 	Education 
(i) 	 Libraries 
(j) 	Government 
(k) 	Corporation advertising, design, promotion 

(1) 	Student 

(m) 	Other 	  

MY PRIMARY JOB FUNCTION IS: 
(Check one only) 

(a) 	Artist, Illustrator 
(o)	Art Director, Creative Director 
(p) _Pasteup Artist 

(q)	Type Director 
(r) 	Graphic Designer 
(a) 	Advertising Manager, Sales Promotion Manager 
(t) 	Production Manager 
(u)	Printing Buyer, Purchasing Agent 
(v)	Principal, Officer 

(w) 	Other 	  

NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED 
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION 

(1) 	 1-9 
(2)	 10-19 

(3)	 20-49 
(4) 	 50-99 
(5) 	100-249 
(6) 	250 and over 

BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION 
(Check one only) 

(a) 	Printer (Commercial, forms, etc.) 
(b) 	Typesetting, Composing 
(c) 	Advertising Agency, Art Studio, Design 
(d)  
(e)  
(0 
(g) 

wise, wealthy, healthy, 
designer once said, 
"Never do anything 

yourself that someone else can 
do for you, especially if they 
can do it better" 

This holds especially true 
for color comps. The most 
important work for you as a 
designer is coming up with the 
idea and preparing the basic 
art and copy. You can eliminate 
the worry and anxiety of 
producing a fine color comp by 
letting an expert produce it for 
you. An expert like Pinwheel. 

Pinwheel photographically 
reproduces your black and 
white paste-up and prints it 
directly on the stock of your 
choice. Colors are matched 
exactly to your color swatches. 
A Pinwheel Super-Comp is 

much better than anything 
done by hand and looks just 
like you expect the finished job 
to look. Often better. Pinwheel 
proofs are sharp, clean and 
accurate—Pinwheel service is 
fast and dependable. And, 
with Pinwheel, you always get 
an exact duplicate second proof 
free of extra charge. 

Pinwheel has prepared a 
booklet called "A Horse of a 
Different Color" which 
describes its color proofing and 
short run printing method. You 
can get a copy free simply by 
filling out the coupon and 
mailing it to Pinwheel 
Systems. We'll also send the 
address and phone number of 
the Pinwheel studio nearest 
you. Do it now (or better yet, 
have someone do it for you). 

   

 

Pinwheel Systems, 404 Park Avenue South, New York NY 10016 

Name 

 

 

Company 

 

 

Business Address 

City 
	

State 	Zip 

   

L 
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RACK 'EM UP FREE 
We'll show you how! 
Let us help you get your art materials 
organized. Now you can receive one 
or both of our rack storage systems 
FREE when you purchase Zipatone 
products. (1) Buy 5 sheets of Dry 
Transfer Lettering and receive a 
FREE flip-top box to store them. Buy 
40 sheets and receive 8 flip-top 
boxes and the rack. (2)Purchase 
$285 worth of any Zipatone products 
(50% of which must be Dry Transfer 
Lettering) and receive our FREE 20-

box rack 
complete 
with boxes. 
Our stor-
age sys-
tems are also appropriate for other 
Zipatone products such as: Color 
Sheets, Copyzip, Parapaque, plus 
Screens, Shading Films & Pat-
terns. This offer good at your par-
ticipating art material store through 
July 31, 1980. Supplies are limited, 
so let Zipatone organize your office 
or studio today. RACK 'EM UP! 

zpabne Inc! 
150 fencl lane, hillside, illinois 60162 

How you can become a 
wise, wealthy, healthy designer. 



Repositionable FORMATT cut-out acetate 
art aids give artists greater design flexibility. 

ULC1 USA 
I 

Elsewhere 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

ZIP CITY 	 STATE 

Please make checks payable to: 
Push Pin Graphic, Inc. 
207 E. 32 Street 
New York, New York 10016 
All orders must be accompanied 
by a remittance. 

A bimonthly 
magazine produced by 
the illustrators and 
designers of 
the Push Pin Studios. 

1 Year ( 6 issues ) ❑ $15.00 111 $20.00 
2 Years ( 12 issues ) ❑ $28.00 ❑ $37.50 

U.S. Funds Only 

❑ $15.00 additional per year for airmail 
( outside U.S.A. and Canada only ) . 

YOUR NAME 

AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

(

I'm interested in repositionable FORMATT) 
products and request a free catalog. 

My Name 	  

Dept. /Title 	  

Company 	  

Street 	  

City 	 State 	 Zip 	 

Mail to: Graphic Products Corporation, 3601 Edison Pl., 
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 

11. 
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A great color film is easy to use, has an adhesive 
which is firm, but repositionable, cuts well, 
comes in 192 matte and 11 proj ectable colors 
and has a complete line of matching color 
paper. 

Like Chartpak's. 
Try some Chartpak Color Film 
today and see why we think it's 
an exceptional value. Over 192 
colors on a 14"x17" sheet for only 
$2.75. There's only one way to 
describe Chartpak Color Film ... 

Great! 

chartpak 
A TIMES MIRROR COMPANY / ONE RIVER RD., LEEDS, MA. 01053 

FORMATT cut-out acetate lettering, 
rules, borders, ornaments, shapes, 
and shading mediums are reposi-
tionable during their initial applica-
tion to artwork. As a result artists 
have the ability to experiment with 
different layout possibilities while 
working with FORMATT. 

When artwork is complete with all 
FORMATT elements burnished firmly 

into position the finished result is 
high quality reproduction artwork 
which is scratchproof, crackproof, 
and completely heat-resistant. 

For further information and a free 
catalog illustrating the complete 
FORMATT selection write: Graphic 
Products Corporation, 3601 Edison 
Place, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. 



We're located in Miami, "The Gateway to Latin America," so 
it shouldn't come as any surprise that Birmy offers the most 
comprehensive Spanish-language typesetting and graphic 
services available anywhere in the United States. Every one 
of our more than 900 faces can be custom-cut for Spanish 
translation. Our computers are programmed with a Spanish 
logic component that 
makes sure words 
break where they're 
supposed to break, 
and our bilingual 
proofreaders can 
catch anything the 
machines might miss. 
Birmy can take your 
English-language 
copy and layout and 
produce a beautiful fin-
ished job, in Spanish, in no 
more than a day or two days 
longer than a regular English 
version would take. And you can 
trust the job to be right—from type to 
halftones to veloxes to color separa-
tions. Birmy does it all. In English and 
Spanish, we know what we're talking about. 

Estamos en Miami, el puente a Latino-America, razon por la 
que no debe sorprenderle el hecho de que Birmy ofrece los 
servicios grdficos y de linotipo mds completos en espatiol que 
existen en los Estados Unidos. Cada uno de nuestros tipos de 
letra (tenemos mds de 900) pueden ser adaptados al idioma 
espatiol. Nuestras computadoras estdn programadas especial-

mente para dividir las 
palabras en espanol 
en las silabas adecua-
das. Ademds, nuestros 
correctores de prueba 
bilingiies pueden 
corregir cualquier de-
talle que escapara a 
las maquinarias. Birmy 
toma su texto en ingles 

y le produce un tra- 
bajo perfectamente termi-

nado en espariol en un dia 
o dos, mas de lo que toma 

una version regular en ingles. 
Y usted puede confiar en que el 

trabajo serd correcto, desde tipogra- 
fia, a medios tonos, a clichés, a separa-

ciones de colores. Birmy lo hace todo. En 
ingles y espatiol, sabemos lo que hacemos. 

Birmy don't lose anything 
in the translation. 

2244 N.W. 21 Terrace, Miami, Florida 33142 (305) 633-5241/635-0482 

-  ..ro■  - - 
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SOLUTION TO PUZZLE ON PAGES 26 & 27 
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and General Drawing 
Supplies. We even 

have that whatcha-ma- 
call-it you've been 

looking for. 
So, why not visit your 

favorite art supply dealer 
and look over the ALVIN 

line of art materials. Or 
send for your free copy of this 

big 212-page catalog today, 
and see what "complete" 

really means. Chances are 
"we've got it!" 

I 

Others might even call 
it a warehouse. Either 
way, we'd call it the 
most extensive selec-
tion of graphic arts 
products ever assembled. 
We, at Alvin, understand 
your needs. That's why you'll 
find a wide, wide range of quality 
art materials to choose from .. . 
Instruments, Scales, Drawing 
Room Equipment, Pencils, 
Pens, Markers, Transfer 

Type and Films. 

ri" "ALVIN and COMPANY INC." 
Importers. Manufacturers, & Distributors 

P.O. Box 188C, Windsor, Conn. 06095 
I'd like to get a look at your warehouse. Send me your free catalog today. 

NAME 	 TITLE 	  

COMPANY 	  

I ADDRESS 	  

CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 	  
Quality at the Right Price for over 25 years U&Ic 3/80 



ARTISTS' 
CHRISTMAS 

CARDS 

SANS SERIF 
DISPLAY 
ALPHABETS 

NaN , ","ir 

CONTEMPORARY POLISH POSTERS 
IN FULL COLOR 

46 PLATES 
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Three on Calligraphy 
by Arthur Baker 

Calligraphtc 
Intals 

by Aithut Baker 

Calligraphic Initials 

Calligraphic Initials shows,a dazzling 
series of freely calligraphed initial letters 
and a variety of swash capitals used by 
Italian writing masters as an extension of 
twentieth-century graphic art. 

The Script Alphabet 

The Script Alphabet integrates distinctive 
forms of Roman letters with intuitive and 
spontaneous manipulations of the pen. 
Sixty-one examples of fresh calligraphic 
script variations that go far beyond 
formal script treatments. 

Dance of the Pen 

Dance of the Pen extends lettering into 
design by transforming letters into ab-
stract imagery. As the title implies, this 
book greatly expands the alphabet's de-
sign possibilities. 

Each book is 122 pages,8). x 11,with 61 
pages of illustrations. Art Direction Book 
Co.,19 VV.44th St.,NY, NY 10036. Paper, 
$8.95; Hardcover, $12.50. 

Left-Handed Calligraphy 
by Vance Studley 

Proving that the left-handed person can 
learn to letter with the broad nib pen as 
well as the right-hander, this book covers 
the how-to of calligraphic writing from 
the left-hander's point of view.lt discusses 
basic calligraphy materials and design —
pens, paper, ink, letterspacing, arrange-
ment and page layout—and techniques 
that will ensure the left-handed callig-
rapher a fluid, graceful penmanship 
without cramped fingers or smeared ink. 
Discussed are correct posture, desk slant 
lighting, hand position, and pen and pen-
nib position. Four model alphabets (Italic, 
Chancery Cursive, Uncial,and Fundation 
Hand) are presented. Van Nostrand 
Reinhold Company, 7625 Empire Drive, 
Florence, KY 41042.64 pages.6 x 8. 
$5.95. 

Publication Design 12 
Edited and designed by Liz Wilbur 

This is the first hardbound annual record 
of The Society of Publication Designers 
show. Its 560 examples of the year's best 
in American publication design were 
culled from more than 5,000 entries and 
represent eight publication categories: 
consumer, consumer without advertising, 
newspapers, other newsprint, trade and 
professional, controlled circulation,insti-
tutional without advertising,and annual 
reports. Hastings House, 10 E. 40th St., 
NY,NY 10016. 288 pages,12 in color. 
8h x 11.$24.95. 

Artists'Christmas Cards 
Compiled by Steven Heller 

Christmas cards are something special 
when done by artists for their personal 
use.This book is a full-color feast of one-
of-a-kind works, and one card to a page. 
Some are beautiful, some grotesque, 
some funny, loving or cynical. None was 
designed for commercial use. Some 112 
artists are represented including: Ed 
Rosen,Andre Francois, Rockwell Kent 
R.O. Blechman,Tomi Ungerer, Edward 
Sorel, Bill Charmatz, Walt Kelly, Charles 
Addams,Maurice Sendak,Alexander 
Calder, &inter Grass, Edward Gorey and 
others highly talented but less famous. 
Compiler Steven Heller is Art Director of 
The New YorkTimes Book Review.A&W 
Publishers, Inc.,95 Madison Ave.,NY,W 
10016.128 pages.9 x 9. $14.95. 

,ove 
color 
and 
comer unication 

Color and Communication 
by Jean-Paul Faure,Andre November 

A study of color and its application to 
such aspects of commercial communi-
cation as packaging, printoffs, posters, 
corporate identity programs and logos. 
Presents basic data on color vision and 
color psychology and shows how com-
munication works. The many practical 
examples (from a variety of countries) 
are stimulating and provocative.This is 
the most up-to-date book on color as 
applied to marketing. Hastings House, 
Publishers, Inc., 10 E. 40th St., NY, NY 
10016.167 pages. Coated paper and 
many full-color illustrations. 10%4 x 10 1/4. 
$67.50. 

Pricing and Ethical Guidelines, 
3rd Ed. 

A comprehensive guide to fair prices and 
business practices in the graphic arts. 
Compiled by practicing professionals, it 
covers Editorial and Advertising Illustra-
tion,Book Illustration,Comp Illustration, 
Fashion Illustration,Medical Illustration, 
Technical Illustration,Cartoons,Audio-
visuals,Graphic Design, Book and Book 
Jacket Design,Textile Design, Point of Pur-
chase, Lettering, Retouching, Mechanicals, 
NStoryboards,Animation and Photog-
raphy This expanded edition also includes 
sections on Art Directors'Salaries,Pur-
chase Orders,Contracts,Copyright and 
SalesTax,Graphic Artists Guild, 30 East 
20th St., NY, NY 10003. $8.00. 

Tex and Metafont, New 
Diredtions in Typesetting 
by Donald E. Knuth 

Tex is a software system for use in com-
puterizing typesetting, especially tech-
nical and mathematical text. Metafont is 
a system for the design of alphabets and 
is suited to implementation of raster-
based devices that print or display text. 
Tex is easy to use.Any author or typist 
with access to the system can typeset his 
own paper, display it in final form and out-
put beautiful, hig hly readable publica-
tions. Metafont enables a designer to 
precisely define letter shapes and define 
an infinite variety of type at once.This 
book describes the two systems. It is for 
the serious user of type and for the type-
face designer who wants to learn how to 
use computer technology as a design 
tool. The author is a professor of both 
computer science and electrical engi-
neering at Stanford University. Dept.TM: X, 
Digital Press, Educational Services, Digital 
Equipment Corp.,12,4 Esquire Road, 
North Billerica, MA 01862. 360 pages. 
Illustrated. Indexes. Paper, $12.00. 

Contemporary Polish Posters 
Introduction by Joseph S. 
Czestochowski 

Polish posters are richly imaginative and 
consistently score high in international 
graphics competitions. This paperback 
presents 46 of the finest works by award-
winning Polish artists. They are from the 
collection of the Museum Plakatu,the 
world's finest museum devoted solely to 
poster art.An introduction offers a brief 
history and perspective of Polish poster 
art, and there are brief biographies of 
each artist and basic data about each 
poster represented. Dover Publications, 
Inc.,180 Varick Street, NY, W 10014. 
9Y4 x 12. Paper, $6.00. 

Sans Serif Display Alphabets 
Compiled by Dan X. Sob 

A showing of 100 complete sans serif 
prints including a feW with rudimentary 
serifs. These are in a display size and 
represent some popular and some lesser-
known type families. Dover Publications, 
Inc., 180 Varick Street, NY, NY 10014. 
100 pages. 8'4 x 10A . Paper, $3.00. 

Words Into type, 3rd Edition 
by Marjorie E. Skillin, Robert M. Gay, 
and others 

A classic among style manuals and a 
great reference source for many of the 
fine points of grammar, usage, style,and 
production methods. Covers manuscript 
preparation; handling of copy, galleys, 
and page proofs; indexing; copy-editing 
style; typographical style, including page 
makeup and problems of foreign Ian-

,  guages; grammar and the use of words; 
and methods, materials, and equipment 
involved in the composition of type and 
the reproduction of illustrations. Words 
Into Type is thorough, authoritative, clear, 
precise,yet amazingly compact. Fully 
indexed. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ 07632.583 pages. 6X x 9A. 
$17.95. 

Art & Illustration Techniques 
by Harry Borgman 

Tells and shows artists, illustrators and 
students what materials to select for dif-
ferent jobs and how to use them to 
achieve desired effect. Includes a case 
history of a job and reviews eight media 
(pencil, ink line, ink tone,markers,water 
color, designers'colors,acrylic paints and 
mixed media). For beginners or interme-
diate artists. Watson-Guptill Publications, 
1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036. 176 
pages. 40 color plates, 200 B/W illustra-
tions. Index.8Y4 x 11.$18.95. 

The U&Ic Book Shop reviews new books believed to 
be of interest to U&Ic readers and lists the pub-
lisher,with address, and the price of the book so 
that the books may be ordered directly. All prices 
are for delivery within the U.S.A. Prices listed are 
based on payment accompanying order. If pay-
ment is not included,you will be billed for handling 
and shipping charges. Please add your local and 
state sales tax wherever applicable. 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ITC 
TYPE SPECIMEN 
BOOKLETS 
AND 
U&LC 
BACK COPIES 
FOR SALE  

International Typeface Corporation 
2 Hammarskjold Plaza, NewYork,NY 10017 

Name 

Company 

Title 

Street Address 

City 

State 
	

Zip Code 

Country 

Qty. 	 Unit Price Total 

ITC BOOKLETS: 
- ITC American Typewriter 	 75c 	 
- ITC Avant Garde Gothic with Oblique 	75c 	 
	ITC Avant Garde Gothic Condensed 	75c 	 
	ITC Bauhaus 	 75c 	 

ITC Benguiat 	 75c 	 
	ITC Benguiat Condensed 	 75c 	 

_ ITC Benguiat Gothic 	 75c 	 
	ITC Bookman 	 75c 	 
- ITC Cheltenham with Condensed 	75c 	 

ITC Clearface 	 75c 	 
- ITC Eras 	 75c 	 
- ITC Franklin Gothic 	 -  75c 	 
- Friz Quadrata 	 - 75c 	 

ITC Garamond with Condensed 	75c 	 
- Italia 	 75c 	 
- ITC Kobel 	 75c 	 

ITC Korinna with Kursiv 	 75c 
- ITC Lubalin Graph 	 75c 	 
___ ITC Newlext 	 75c 	 

ITC Quorum 	 75c 	 
ITC Serif Gothic 	 75c 	 

- ITC Souvenir 	 75c 	 
- ITC Tiffany 	 75c 	 
___ ITC Zapf Book 	 75c 	 

ITC Zapf Chancery 	 75c 	 
___ ITC Zapf Dingbats 	 75c 	 

ITC Zapf International 	 75c 	 

U&Ic BACK COPIES: 
- U&Ic, Vol. 1, No. 3 	 $1 50 
- U&Ic, Vol. 2, No. 1 	 $1.50 	 
- U&Ic, Vol. 2, No. 2 	 $1 50 	 
- Ala, Vol. 2, No. 3 	 $1.50 	 

U&Ic, Vol. 3, No. 2 	 $1 50 	 
U&Ic, Vol. 3, No. 4 	 $1 50 	 
U&Ic, Vol. 4, No. 1 	 $1.50 	 
U&Ic, Vol. 4, No. 2 	 $1 50 	 
U&Ic, Vol. 4, No. 3" 	 $1 50 	 
Uric, Vol. 4, No. 4" 	 $1.50 	 
U&Ic, Vol. 5, No. 1" 	 $1 50 	 
	U&Ic, Vol. 5, No. 3 	 $1.50 	 
- U&Ic, Vol. 5, No. 4 	 $1 50 	 
- U&Ic, Vol.-6, No. 1 	 $1 50 	 

U&Ic, Vol. 6, No. 4 	 $1 50 	 
Total order 

Add postage for booklets only. 

	

N.Y. residents add state sales tax 	 

	

Remittance, in U.S. funds, enclosed 	 

'Outside U.S. $2.50 per copy. 
"Outside U.S. $4.00 per copy 

Remittance must be in U.S. funds 

50 

These handsomely designed, colorful ITC specimen 
booklets and back copies of U&Ic are available for 
your personal use and collection. To obtain them, 
just complete this order form and mail it to us. All 
orders must be accompanied by a remittance. No 
CODs, or purchase orders without remittances, can 
be handled. Please make checks payable to ITC. 
Only checks payable in U.S. funds will be accepted. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 



ALL ITC CENTER EVENTS TAKE PLACE ON BUSINESS DAYS. ADMISSION IS FREE. 

LB,ALI\ I\ PA A  
RIL 21-JU \E 27,10:00 AV-5:00 PV 

pis 

  

In June 1979, in Paris, the Centre c Art et Culture Georges Pomoicou held an exhioition of the work 
of Hero Lubalin. Now, in Aoril 1980, the exhibition is to ooen in \ew York at the ITC Center*Hero 
Lubalin is the Editor anc Design Director of U&Ic. Professor of Art at C000er Union, he has taught 
anc lectured ex-ensively throughout the worlc. He has written many articles anc been the suoject 
of many others. He has won over 500 cesign awarcs, was M Director of the Year in 1962, and 
in 1977 was installed in the Art Directors Hall of Fcme. r  Luoclin in Paris features Luoalin's work 
through several cecaces. The more than 100 oieces on exhioition incluce trace -narks, logo-
types, Docks and 000k jackets, editorial soreads anc covers, oosters, oromotion material, ouoli-
cations, advertisements, annual reoorts, and letterheads.* In accition to the oieces actually on 
c isplay, more work is orojectec oy a carousel on a larce screen. 

JULY 7-AUGUST 22,12:00 \00\-5:00 PM 

ART OF THE CIRCUS 
12:00 NOON-2:00 PM 

CALDER'S LI I ILE CIRCUS 
A 19-MINUTE FILM 

SEPTEVBER 1-OCTOBER 3,T0 BE ANNOU\CED 

OCTOBER 13-NOVEMBER 28,12:00 \ 00N-5:00 PM 

CALLIGRAPHY TO DAY 
12:00 NOON-2:00 PM 

THE ART OF HER VA\ N ZAPF 
A 22-MINUTE FILM 

MOVING? 
CHANGE OF 

ADDRESS: 

SEND THIS LABEL (OR A COPY) 
WITH YOUR CORRECTIONS TO: 
U&LC SUBSCRIPTION DEPT. 
2 HAMMARSKJOLD PLAZA 
NEWYORK, N.Y. 10017 
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